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Abstract 
       This action research study documents the intervention and the results of the effects of the 
frequency of the Interactive Whiteboard’s (IWB) manipulation on students’ achievement in 
phonemic awareness in the bilingual kindergarten classroom. Previous research confirms that 
young students benefit from the use of the IWB in the classroom: students’ motivation and 
engagement during lessons increases, and limited English proficient students’ literacy 
achievement improves with the daily use of the IWB (Preston and Mowbray, 2008; Wuerzer, 
2008). This study was designed to examine the effects of the frequency of the IWB’s 
manipulation on kindergarten students’ achievement in phonemic small group instruction. The 
researcher determined 6 weeks for the duration of the study, which covered 2 kindergarten 
curriculum units. Student participants manipulated syllable sorting and word building activities 
on the IWB and took curriculum required and developed by the researcher tests. The findings of 
the study indicate that a student-centered and frequent utilization of the IWB in the classroom for 
teaching and learning has a positive effect on students’ academic achievement in phonemic 
awareness. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
       This action research study presents the intervention and the results of the effects of the 
frequency of the Interactive Whiteboard’s manipulation on students’ achievement in phonemic 
awareness in the bilingual kindergarten classroom. The following five chapters provide an 
introduction to the research, a review of the literature of the available research on the topic, 
explanations of procedures and data as well as final results and recommendations for future 
research. 
Problem 
       The following action research was planned with the purpose to establish engaging and 
instructionally productive techniques in utilizing Interactive Whiteboards (IWB) in a 
kindergarten bilingual classroom. The 2012-2013 school year was the first one when this 
technology became available to the bilingual kindergarten teachers in the classroom where the 
study took place. The educators had to research the best practices in utilization of the IWBs in 
their everyday instruction. There is little doubt that adding a highly visual instructional tool into 
everyday lessons could have a positive effect on students’ content understanding. Beeland (2002) 
demonstrated that visual component that the IWB adds to instruction increases student 
engagement. In his research, students’ positive responses in attitude surveys and questionnaires 
towards the IWB’s use were driven by the visual component this technology offered.  Bruce, 
McPherson, Sabeti and Flynn (2011) discussed how a visual approach with the IWB’s utilization 
positively supports teaching and learning. Using the IWB, students were able to reflect on their 
thinking, share and compare their results quickly, which also helped to consolidate their learning. 
       The real interest for this study lies in identifying practices that could yield the highest 
academic results with the utilization of the IWB. Since the IWB not only offers a highly visual 
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approach to instruction, but also allows instructors and students to physically manipulate content 
on the board, the researcher chose to focus on how the frequency of content manipulation affects 
students’ achievement during small group phonemic awareness lessons. The Wuerzer’s (2008) 
study demonstrates that daily and repetitive utilization of the IWB enhances Limited English 
Proficient (LEP) students’ achievement in literacy. Swan, Schenker, Kratcoski and van’t Hooft 
(2007) also maintain the opinion that frequency of the IWB’s use as a medium of instruction 
positively affects learning. To develop the IWB’s lessons where the content is not only visual but 
is available for physical manipulation on the board could yield profound academic results. 
       The reason for taking a focus on phonemic awareness in a kindergarten bilingual classroom 
was due to scarcity of the developed bilingual resources available in this area, as well as to the 
goal of raising students’ achievement in this area. The researcher had to develop phonemic 
awareness lessons for the IWB considering the possibilities for students to physically manipulate 
the content on the board.  
Research Base 
       The following study has been developed after careful investigation of the available research 
on the IWB’s use in school instruction. Preston and Mowbray (2008), write that young students 
benefit from the use of the IWB in the classroom. In their research, students’ motivation and 
engagement during lessons increased. It was attributed to teachers giving students an opportunity 
to move objects on the IWB and to the visual component this technology added to their lessons. 
The teachers in that study successfully utilized the IWB not only for introducing, assessing, 
concluding the lessons, but also for scaffolding the material in well-designed visual and 
interactive steps. It should be noted that kindergarteners did not require additional training in 
using the technology; on the contrary, they were quick to successfully adapt and use the IWB.         
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       Solvie (2011) also observed an enhancement in student engagement, when they had an 
opportunity to manipulate the objects on the IWB. The researcher did not record substantial 
increase in students’ engagement when the teacher was the one manipulating the content on the 
board. However, when students manipulated the objects on the IWB, Solvie (2011) observed an 
elevated level of enthusiasm among the students. Wuerzer (2008) has found that LEP students’ 
literacy achievement improves with the daily use of the IWB. In his research the frequency of the 
IWB’s use played an important part in determining the results of the study. Likewise, Swan et al. 
(2007) maintain that the frequent utilization of the IWB improves students’ scores in reading, 
language and mathematics. The students who used the IWB outperformed the students who did 
not have the access to this technology. The researchers confirm that teachers who utilized IWBs 
and employed this technology more frequently and in a more engaging way had students’ 
academic performance improve significantly. When students have an opportunity to manipulate 
objects on the IWB they show an improvement in test scores (Zittle, 2004). Considering the 
available research in this area, the study of the effects of the frequency of the content 
manipulation on the IWB by the students has proven to be an appropriate investigation strategy. 
Description of population and Brief Overview of the Study 
       The action research was conducted in a bilingual kindergarten classroom located at a 
Midwestern public school.  The classroom was a part of Student Achievement Guarantee in 
Education, known by its abbreviation as SAGE program. The program provides funding to 
public schools to lower class sizes to approximately 15 students per teacher in K5-3
rd
 grade. Two 
teachers could share the same classroom and some of the resources. The teachers in the 
classroom where the research took place shared the space and the majority of the resources, 
including the IWB. The researcher and the other teacher in the classroom had 13 and 14 students 
respectively. 13 Hispanic students, 7 females and 6 males, participated in the study. 
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        All 13 students completed pre- and post-unit tests. The researcher collected the data via 
curriculum based formal assessment of the three week long literacy units. The major part of the 
units’ assessments focused on the phonemic awareness. Additionally, students were required to 
write 10 words that the researcher dictated to them. The dictated assessment was developed by 
the researcher. These 10 words included the words with the letters that were mastered during the 
three week long units. The formal assessments for the units and the dictated assessments were 
conducted before the beginning and at the end of the literacy units. The researcher analyzed the 
difference in pre- and post- tests’ scores. The teacher also asked students to complete attitude 
towards the IWB surveys in the beginning and in the end of the research. 
       The assessments used in this research tested the skills presented and practiced with the use 
of the IWB. Students manipulated the IWB during sorting activities, where students had to match 
the syllable with the correct picture, and word building activities, where students had to drag a 
letter to the correct place under the picture to build a word. 
       During the first part of the research (first three week unit) students had fewer opportunities 
to manipulate the IWB (0-1 physical manipulation three days a week) while during the second 
part of the research (second three week long unit) students manipulated the content on the IWB 
more often (3 physical manipulation five days a week). The researcher kept a time log, where she 
recorded each student’s physical manipulation of the IWB. 
       In the following study the researcher expected to find that with the increased frequency of 
physical manipulation of the learned content on the IWB, students’ achievement in the area of 
phonemic awareness would increase. 
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Chapter 2 
Review of Literature 
Introduction    
       Integration of IWBs into education has been quite successful. The IWB is a well-researched 
technology that has been adopted into education from businesses in the late 1990’s (Morgan, 
2010; Beeland, 2002). The IWB is a large whiteboard that displays an image from the computer 
screen connected to it. Among the variety of functions the IWB could perform is physical 
manipulation of images reflected on the board and writing by putting pressure on the surface of 
the board. This technology provides a variety of resources and activities both for teachers and 
students. Among the advantages that IWBs offer for teaching and learning are the possibility to 
physically manipulate content on the board and easy access to interactive, visual resources. The 
research on the positive effects of IWBs’ use in the classroom is extensive.  
       The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of the frequency of the IWB’s 
manipulation on kindergarten students’ achievement in phonemic small group instruction. Before 
proceeding with the action research, it is important to review the literature about IWBs’ 
integration into teaching and learning. Thus, this chapter is dedicated to the analysis of the 
research on the IWBs’ use in education. The chapter has three sections that explore how 
educators use the IWB with young students, the advantages of student-centered and visual 
approaches to the IWB’s use, and the effects of the frequency of the IWB’s use on student 
achievement.  
Use of the Interactive Whiteboard with Young Students 
       Since the purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of the frequency of the IWB’s 
manipulation on the kindergarten students’ achievement in phonemic small group instruction, it 
is important to first look into the research that has been done on incorporating this technology in 
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early childhood education settings. According to Goodwin 2007, the research on the use of the 
IWB in early childhood is limited, due to the scarcity of this technological resource in early 
childhood classrooms (as cited in Preston & Mowbray, 2008, p. 53). However, the following 2 
studies draw a comprehensive picture of how the IWB’s use provides venues to facilitate 
learning and teaching in the kindergarten. The article by Preston and Mowbray (2008) provides 
varieties of successful strategies for the employment of the IWB in kindergarten classrooms. 
Additionally, Morgan (2010) describes important suggestions for early education teachers of 
how learning through play could be supported by IWBs’ use. Both articles serve as an example 
of how the IWB could be used to the advantage of both teachers and learners at the primary 
stages of education. 
       Preston and Mowbray (2008) explored the effects of IWBs on teaching, learning and 
assessment of kindergarten students in science. The authors state that even though kindergarten 
children are in an early stages of learning to read and write, they have a considerable base of 
prior knowledge that need to be challenged, extended and assessed (Preston & Mowray, 2008, p. 
50). In their article they write about the successes they have noted that kindergarten teachers had 
when employing innovating strategies with the help of IWBs. During the 8 years of observations 
in Abbotsleigh Junior School, Preston and Mowbray, summarize their finding, on the basis of 
which they provide excellent suggestions for kindergarten teachers.  
       The authors noted that IWBs are excellent for introducing a lesson. With such visual 
activities as grouping, sorting and matching, students are able to demonstrate their prior 
knowledge. During the energy lesson, the Abbotslegh kindergarten students were grouping the 
pictures of the objects into those that need electricity and those that do not using the IWB 
(Preston & Mowbray, 2008). The Abbotslegh kindergarten teachers were able to utilize the IWB 
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in teaching students how to predict and to make simple scientific pictures when predicting what 
would happen to the plant if it was not watered (Preston & Mowbray, 2008, p. 51). The authors 
write that students are engaged and motivated by physically moving and representing objects on 
the IWB and by the visual component that this technology adds to the lesson. 
       The IWB allows the teachers to breaks down the lesson and assignments into “step-by-step 
instructions”, and that is really useful when developing lessons for kindergarteners that are not 
able to process several steps at once (Preston & Mowbray, 2008, p. 52). The authors point out 
that a detailed and very visual level of modeling, that the IWB allows to achieve, helps children 
to apply modeled skills on their own. After the Abbotsleigh kindergarten teacher have modeled 
on the IWB how far the Lego cars travel on different surfaces and what happens if you push or 
pull them, students were able to deepen their understanding of this science topic. The IWB can 
be used for showing videos and playing interactive activities, which provide additional practice 
for reinforcement of the science topics (Preston & Mowbray, 2008). 
       The researchers write that the IWB is effective in concluding and assessing the lessons. 
Preson and Mowbray (2008) write that ESL students, who often struggle to complete tasks by 
using such traditional methods as pen and paper, are able to complete the same tasks on the IWB. 
In fact, it was noted “as a major benefit” of the IWB (Preston & Mowbray, 2008, p. 53). IWB 
have a variety of interactive activities developed for the younger students that engage learners 
and facilitate assessment. 
       As the result of the study, it was noted that kindergarteners do not need a lot of additional 
instruction of how to operate the IWB. On the contrary, they are quick in adapting to this new 
technology in the classroom. The Abbotsleigh kindergarteners enjoy lessons on the IWB and 
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have a very positive attitude towards the technology. Additionally, the teachers were able to 
extend their lessons by incorporating practical interactive activities via IWBs. 
       The researchers noted few limitations of IWBs. It could take a lot of space in the classroom 
and be a distraction for some of the students. It is also important to emphasize that the IWB is a 
tool that does not substitute traditional teaching methods, but enhances “existing teaching 
practices (Preston & Mowbray, 2008, p. 53).  
       The action research at Abbotsleigh Junior School confirmed that IWBs help teachers in 
revealing students’ background knowledge, developing interactive lessons and assessing young 
learners. The researches explain that IWBs create venues for exploring a variety of learning 
styles. Students in the classrooms with the IWBs are engaged and excited. Kindergarten students, 
whose attention span is short, are motivated by the IWB’s activities that involve physical 
manipulation, highly visual exploration, and auditory options (Preston & Mowbray, 2008). In 
addition, the authors point out that the IWB is an excellent tool for assessing and developing 
students’ self-esteem. Kindergarten students could experience challenges when asked to record 
their observations in science; however, the IWB helps the teacher provide sufficient scaffolding 
and enough modeling (Preston & Mowbray, 2008). 
       The researchers have found that young children substantially benefit from the use of IWBs 
in the classrooms. Preston and Mowbray (2008) are hopeful that the positive reflections and 
experiences of the Abbotsleigh teachers and students will encourage adoption by the schools of 
this technology and will promote further research and development of science based interactive 
games and activities. This will help to build interest and knowledge in science from the early 
age. 
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       Preston and Mowbray (2008) reflected on the successful strategies the Abbotsleigh teachers 
and students had with IWBs’ utilization in the early education classrooms. Morgan’s (2010) 
study discusses the needs to effectively blend play and learning with the help of IWBs. 
       In his article Morgan (2010) analyses the findings of the research on the practice of IWBs’ 
use with young students. The study was conducted with the purpose to understand how this 
technology is being utilized in classrooms with 3 to 7 years old children in South Wales, UK. 
Morgan (2010) looked closely at the previous research that provided evidence for the educational 
value of play at the early age of schooling, and aimed to examine how current IWB’s use 
supports that evidence.  
       The researcher selected thirty settings with 18-30 children from 3 to 7 years old. Data 
consisted “of semi-structured interviews with the class teacher, observations/field notes of 
lessons, video recordings of lessons and opportunistic dialogues with the children” (Morgan, 
2010, p. 96). The author categorized the gathered data as the IWB’s utilization for the whole 
class instruction, group work and student’s independent use. 
       Most of the observed classroom instances with the utilization of the IWB fell into the whole 
group instruction category (51 out of the 60). It was a teacher-centered approach of instruction, 
during which students were supposed to be listening to the teacher. The next most frequent use 
of the IWB was during the group work (41 out of 60 sessions). The planned activities were 
usually “repetitive and undemanding and frequently did not demand any ‘higher-order’ thinking” 
(Morgan, 2010, p. 98). Students were frequently bored and not engaged, except for the moments 
when it was their time to manipulate the IWB.  
       Only 3 instances out of the 60 in the group work category were “supportive of 
communication and collaboration” (Morgan, 2010, p.99). In all of these instances students 
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associated their activities with play. In a second grade classroom, the teacher supported the 
interactive play by encouraging discussion among students. In a first grade classroom, the 
teacher used the IWB to visually reflect on students’ experience in building shelters outside of 
the school. Photographs and students’ thoughts were displayed on the IWB, and children were 
able to practice creating similar reflections. In another first grade classroom, students used the 
IWB to view the video of their role play, and deepened their knowledge of the Welsh 
vocabulary.  
       During the independent use of the IWB, students were engaged in informal play. However, 
these instances became rare as the teachers prohibited students to play due to the loss of the 
IWB’s tools and change in games’ settings. It is important to note that children view the IWB as 
a tool “belonging to the teacher” (Morgan, 2010. p. 99). 
       According to teachers’ reflections about having the IWB in the classroom, all of them were 
positive and promoted the idea of learning through a play. All of the teachers saw their use of the 
IWB as engaging. The teachers talked about the visual component that the IWB adds to their 
lessons. They emphasized the opportunities for student reflection and ideas’ representation via 
the IWB.  
        Morgan (2010) provides some characteristics that he intended to find connections to the 
IWB’s use in the observed classrooms. He identified these characteristics based on the 
sociocultural theories of learning. Morgan (2010) refers to the theories of Vygotski and Rogoff 
in his article (p. 100). The list comprises of four requirements: collaborative work, where the 
IWB plays an important purpose; working on the IWB’s activity, where the learner and the 
teacher are the ones in the control; engagement in the higher-order thinking, when playing on the 
IWB and knowledgeable support provided by the teacher.  
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        In spite of the positive reflections of the teachers about IWBs’ use in the classroom, only 
four observations out of 60 were consistent with these requirements. Unfortunately, the rest of 
the observed sessions demonstrate “a more instructionist form of pedagogy” (Morgan, 2010, p. 
101). Even though all of the teachers referred to their way of using the IWB as engaging, the 
findings of the research demonstrate a teacher-centered approach to learning with the IWB. 
Additionally, students described only three activities as playing, while all the teachers stressed in 
their reflections the importance of play in learning (Morgan, 2010, p. 101). The teachers 
identified much value using the IWB for assessing students. The teachers believe that play and 
assessment via the IWB’s use should be researched in more detail. Throughout the study the 
students’ ability to quickly develop confidence when using the IWB was noted, although that 
needs to be explored further. 
       Morgan (2010) provides important suggestions for incorporating successfully the IWB with 
sociocultural principles. The author writes that representation, organization, communication and 
collaboration of ideas via the IWB are important (Morgan, 2010, p. 102). In addition, the IWB 
should be utilized for visualization and reflection in the classroom. However, the findings 
demonstrate that teachers tend to use the IWB in a more teacher-centered approach. Therefore, 
Morgan (2010) writes that more support should be provided to educators for using the IWB to 
the advantage of both teachers and students. 
       The previous research demonstrates that teachers and young students benefit from the 
incorporation of IWBs to their teaching and learning. Preston and Mowbray (2008) described 
successful strategies for IWBs’ use for lesson introduction, detailed modeling and extension, as 
well as for effective ways of engaging and assessing kindergarteners. Morgan’s (2010) study 
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encourages teachers to steer away from teacher-centered approach of teaching with IWBs. The 
authors see much value in learning through play that IWB’s support. 
Student-Centered and Visual Approach to the Interactive Whiteboard’s Use  
 
       Indeed, the research demonstrates that the student-centered approach to teaching and 
learning with IWBs has a variety of benefits. The study conducted by Zittle (2004) emphasizes 
the importance for making the instruction more student-centered by adding manipulative and 
visual components to it. When doing so, students’ attention and subsequently achievement have 
shown improvement. Similarly, Solvie (2011) points out that students’ engagement improves 
when they manipulate the IWB. Bruce, McPherson, Sabeti and Flynn (2011) have found that 
visual and student-centered instruction supports teaching and learning. Finally, Beeland (2002) 
finds that student engagement increases when visual characteristics of the IWB are fully utilized. 
All of this research creates a foundation for understanding of how the IWB needs to be utilized 
by educators.  
       Zittle (2004) explored the effects of IWB’s lessons on the students’ achievement in 
geometry lessons on 3-dimensional cubes. The researcher concentrated on low performing 
Navajo students in his study with the purpose to find solutions to close the Native American 
achievement gap. The article highlights the need for improving teaching methods and strategies 
and for finding ways to make mathematics’ instruction student-centered and engaging. The study 
intended to demonstrate that students whose teachers used the interactive whiteboard for math 
instruction have higher test scores than the students whose teachers used the same lesson but on 
individual computers.  
       The researchers had 2 groups of students: the comparison group and the experimental group. 
The comparison group and the experimental group were exposed to the same geometry lessons, 
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with the distinction that the former group worked on individual computers, while in the latter one 
their teacher employed the tools of the interactive whiteboard. Pre- and post-assessments were 
used to compare the growth between 2 groups of students. Additionally, observations and 
interviews were conducted for further clarification of the students’ level of engagement in the 
classrooms with interactive whiteboards. 
       The sample consisted of 92 students (3
rd
 and 4
th
 graders), 53 of whom were included in the 
control group and 39 students in the experimental group. Most of the participants were Limited 
English Proficient (LEP) Navajo students from low income households, whose academic 
achievement was below the national average. 
       The results of the study confirm the hypothesis that using the IWB for mathematics 
instruction demonstrates students showing greater growth when pre- to post-test gains are 
compared with the results of the students that were using individual computers for the same 
lessons. There were found statistically important differences between the two groups of students. 
The average gain score for the IWB group was 20.76, while for the control group it was 11.48. 
       The findings demonstrate that students benefit from IWB lessons. It is a visual and very 
interactive tool that enhances students’ engagement and understanding of the academic concepts. 
Students whose teachers used the IWB for their math lessons outperformed students whose 
teachers did not. This innovative technology not only provides visual support, but actively 
engages students into the lesson by allowing to manipulate content on the board. One of the 
effective ways to make education more student-centered is to add visual and manipulative 
component to it, which could be done with well-developed IWB lessons.  
       Thus, Zittle (2004) confirms that students benefit from visual and student-centered approach 
to teaching and learning with IWBs. The following research also supports the notion that 
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physical manipulation of the objects on the board has a positive effect on student engagement, 
even though the author suggests that more research is needed in this area. 
       Solvie (2011) conducted research investigating variation in student attention between 
literacy instruction with and without the utilization of the IWB. The author intended to examine 
if IWB use in the classroom positively affects student attention.  The researcher’s conclusions 
demonstrate that further research in this area of study will be highly beneficial. 
       Solvie (2011) explains that student attention is an important variable in early literacy skills 
acquisition. For the research, she defined attention as “looking at the speaker, looking at the 
digital whiteboard, looking at reading material, manipulating props and materials used to present 
material during the literacy lessons, and not manipulating other material that are not part of the 
literacy lesson” (Sovie, 2011, p.1).  
       The participants of the study were 16 first graders (six girls and ten boys) from a self-
contained classroom in an elementary school in Minnesota. These students were at a wide range 
of reading levels. One teacher led both types of literacy lessons: with and without the IWB. 
Another teacher was observing and recording the data during the study.  
       During the 26 alternating (with and without the use of the IWB) lessons the observing 
teacher was recording the data. The data on student attention was collected during the whole 
group literacy instruction, which lasted 30 minutes. Before beginning the literacy lessons, the 
teacher revisited with the students the definition of attention. The observing teacher tallied the 
minutes when the students were attentive and the time when they were not paying attention 
during the lesson. At the end of the research, each participating student answered 10 interview 
questions about their attention and participation during literacy lessons.  
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       The lessons with the IWB required the students to read aloud, write on the text displayed on 
the IWB, answer the questions about that text, write on the board with markers or fingers, as well 
as use various tools available with the use of this technology. The lessons without the IWB 
involved the students in reading text from a non-digital whiteboard and vocabulary words from 
cards. Both types of lessons required the students to apply the learned skill using reading books 
in the classroom.  
       The research demonstrates that the use of the IWB during literacy instruction does not 
significantly impact student attention. According to comparison of total time on task, 9 students 
slightly improved their attention and two students remained on the same level during the literacy 
lessons delivered with the help of the IWB. 5 students actually showed better results in attention 
during the lessons without the IWB.    
       Among the limitations of the study, Solvie (2011) mentions that it may have been beneficial 
to remove distractions, such as pencils, books, and cards, that interfered with students’ attention. 
In addition, the researcher notes that students’ placement during the lesson also could be an 
important factor in measuring student attention during lessons, which was not taken into 
consideration in this study. In addition, student versus teacher manipulation of the IWB’s tools 
was not recorded. 
       Therefore, in this study student attention did not show significant improvement when the 
IWB was included in the literacy lesson. There was a certain level of enthusiasm observed 
among the students with the integration of the IWB into the lessons; however, student 
engagement was obvious when they, and not the teacher, were the ones manipulating the board. 
The researcher suggests that further investigation is needed on student attention with such 
variables as student versus teacher manipulation of the IWB, as well as the length of the lesson.  
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       Even though Solvie (2011) has not found significant impact in students’ attention with the 
IWB’s incorporation, the author observed strong correlation between students’ engagement and 
manipulation of the IWB. Another study, confirming that IWBs’ integration supports teaching 
and learning through visual and student-centered approaches, has been done by Bruce, 
McPherson, Sabeti and Flynn (2011).  
       Bruce (2011) conducted a study with the purpose to identify whether interactive whiteboards 
(IWB) “support teaching and learning” in mathematics, and if they did, the researchers were 
interested to see how did it look like (p. 439). The researchers also examined the role of gestures 
in the classrooms with IWB. They specifically looked at how physical gestures support visual 
learning with the technology. This study demonstrates that the IWB enriches instruction in math 
by making positive effect on student learning, communication and reasoning. 
        For the purpose of this research, the authors established criteria based terminology, which 
included such developed definitions for significant learning moments, productive instances, 
reproductive instances and problematic instances. According to Bruce et al. (2011), significant 
learning moments happen when students’ understanding enhances because of the IWB’s use (p. 
434). During productive instances, the IWB plays a role in ideas and concepts’ development. As 
for reproductive instances can the IWB activities be easily replaced with other educational tools. 
Problematic instances refer to experiencing technological difficulties when using the IWB.       
       As noted by the authors, the research took place in Ontario, Canada. 2 case studies (Case 
Study A and Case Study B) involved collecting data from 2 classrooms during an 8 month 
period. Case Study A comprised of a teacher and 24 students, 11 and 12 years old. Case Study B 
involved a teacher and 29 students of 10 and 11 years old. Both Case Studies’ teachers have 
received support and training in IWB’s use.  
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        Data was collected in the form of “20 detailed field notes of observed lessons, transcribed 
teacher interviews, 18 student interviews, over 12 hours of videotaped math lessons, and 46 
student surveys” (Bruce et al., 2011, p. 437). Furthermore, the researchers categorized the data as 
productive, reproductive, and problematic instances. The data analysis consisted of 5 steps: 
revision of the gathered data, coding (productive, problematic, and reproductive), video analysis 
and coding, matching the codes to interviews, and gesture analysis (Bruce et al., 2011, p. 438).  
       The results of the study revealed that the IWB supports teaching and learning. The 
researchers recorded 692 (89% of all coding) productive instances of IWB use, while only 15 
(2% of all coding) reproductive and 71 (9% of all coding) problematic. During productive 
instances teachers relied on various tools of the IWB and internet links. Even though student 
engagement was not the focus of the study, it was noted to be high. 
       The researchers clarify that the significant learning moments happen during productive 
instances. The study categorizes the significant learning moments as visual support for 
communication, shared student reasoning, and effective small group learning. Key mathematical 
concepts and procedures were delivered using highly visual tools and activities that the IWB 
offered. According to students’ responses, the IWB’s visual support had a positive effect on their 
learning. Students were able to reflect and share their thinking with facility on the IWB. It also 
helped to consolidate students’ learning via comparisons and discussions that the IWB supported 
(Bruce et al., 2011, p. 444). When comparing small group work, the groups that had an 
opportunity to use the IWB for the particular activities, came to the conclusion faster than the 
groups that did not use the IWB.  
       The researchers also looked at gesture influence in the classrooms with the IWB. The 2 
episodes examined in this article demonstrate that the use of gestures with the IWB could vary 
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and depend on circumstances.  However, in general, the IWB provides support to mathematical 
communication and reasoning through gestures (Bruce et al., 2011, p. 450). 
       The findings of this article demonstrate that the IWB supports students learning in 
mathematics. Students experience positive learning moments during the IWB’s instruction and 
use, because of visual and collaborative learning support it offers. In small group work students 
who used the IWB were more open to take risks and come to conclusions faster than the groups 
that did not work on the IWB. It is important to note, that both of the Case Studys’ teachers were 
very committed and planned student-centered instruction when using the IWB. Bruce et al. 
(2011) recommend that teachers should receive professional development that focuses on 
student-centered IWB instruction that supports student engagement. 
       Similarly to the previous study, Beeland (2002) has found that IWBs support students’ 
learning by increasing their engagement. However, the variable that has made the greatest impact 
on student engagement was the visual component of IWBs. 
       Beeland (2002) conducted a study with the purpose to determine whether the use of the 
IWB’s affects student engagement. The researcher also wanted to identify the instructional 
methods that bare the greatest impact on student engagement when using the IWB. Beeland 
(2012) explains that the IWB supports visual and auditory learning as well as allows physical 
interaction with the content. The author’s research for the study proves that the listed 
characteristics of the technology’s use in the contemporary classroom meet the needs of a wide 
range of learners. 
       Ten teachers and 197 students participated in the study. 197 students completed surveys and 
20 students (two from each classroom) completed questionnaires, the purpose of which was to 
determine the level of student engagement and motivation during instruction. The surveys and 
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questionnaires provided answers to student attitude towards the IWB’s use. During lessons’ 
observation, the researcher took note of visual, auditory and physical utilization of the 
technology. The teachers also completed surveys and questionnaires providing the reasoning 
behind their decision to use the IWB for the specific lesson activity and their attitudes towards 
the using of the IWB. 
       The research confirms that the use of the IWB has a positive effect on student engagement. 
The answers on the survey’s questions about the engagement effects were distributed between 
“agree” and “strongly agree”. The questions about the enjoyment of the IWB’s use shows most 
of the students agree with them. The teachers’ answers provide similar information. They rated 
the highest characteristics of the IWB’s use as interesting, relevant, appealing and involving. 
Important, fascinating and needed characteristics have the lowest ratings, however, still scored in 
the average range. As demonstrated by the students’ and teachers’ responses, the research 
question about student engagement in the classroom with an IWB has been answered 
affirmatively.   
       When the techniques of the IWB’s use in the classroom were compared to the survey’s 
results, the researcher was able to explain to what degree the method of use affects student 
engagement. Interestingly, the frequency of the physical interaction with the whiteboard was the 
least important variable in determining the correlation with the level of engagement. The 
students from the classes with the highest scores for student engagement had minimum or no 
contact with the interactive whiteboard. These were also the classes that utilized the most 
multimedia resources. The type of an activity or lesson could play a significant role on the level 
of student engagement during a lesson developed for an interactive whiteboard. For instance, the 
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students that had lower ratings on their surveys were mostly using the IWBs for working with 
texts. 
       The results of the research demonstrate that student engagement increases with the use of 
IWBs. Specifically, the visual component that the IWB adds to the lesson plays a major role in 
students’ positive responses on attitude surveys and questionnaires. It should be noted that the 
type of activity could be among the primary reasons for the engagement level.  
       This section reviewed the effectiveness of the IWB use on students’ achievement in math 
and on their level of engagement. The main characteristics of the IWB that positively impact 
these variables were the visual and manipulative components of the IWB’s instruction. The 
studies confirm that student-centered approach to the IWB’s instruction requires manipulation of 
the objects on the board as well as highly visual representation of the learned content. However, 
according to Beeland (2002) the visual representation of content has a greater impact on student 
engagement than the manipulative attribute.  
       Following this, the final section will continue highlighting the importance of student-
centered learning with the IWB; however, it will also address the effect of the frequency of this 
technology use on student achievement. 
The Effects of the Frequency of the Interactive Whiteboard’s use on Student Achievement 
 
       The research articles in this section point out that the frequency of the IWB use bares 
significant importance on student achievement. Wuerzer (2008) studied the effects of daily 
literacy instruction with IWBs on English Language Learners achievement in this area. Swan, 
Schenker, Kratcoski and van’t Hooft (2007) examined student achievement in reading, language 
arts and mathematics when the teachers utilized IWBs. Both of the studies highlight the 
importance of the frequent use of this technology on student achievement. 
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        In her research, Wuerzer (2008) explored the effects of IWBs’ use on the Limited English 
Proficient (LEP) students’ achievement in literacy during the school year. The purpose of the 
research was to find a new and efficient method of teaching high frequency words to LEP 
students. In order to be on level at the end of the academic year, students at Hillandale 
Elementary, where the project took place, have to be able to read and spell correctly 100 high 
frequency words. Therefore, English Language Learners are at a significant disadvantage when it 
comes to the school’s adapted North Carolina’s K-12 assessment. 
       The participants in the study were 2 second grade classes, one of which had access to the 
IWB, while the other did not. The classroom with the technology contained nine LEP students, 
and the classroom without the IWB had six LEP students. For the more detailed data analysis, 
researchers selected three female LEP students from each of the classrooms. These students had 
similar levels of English proficiency and came from Spanish dominant households. 
       Two second grade teachers, who participated in the research, taught the same material and 
followed the same thematic monthly plans with the difference of one teacher using the IWB 
daily for the spelling and writing activities, while the other did not. 
       For establishing the baseline students took a pretest of reading and writing 100 frequency 
words during the first two weeks of school. Additional spelling tests occurred weekly, and each 
seventh week students had a review test of the preceding 6 weeks’ words. Students had a lot of 
exposure and additional practice of spelling during the year. For instance, students participated in 
September, January and May Word Sprees competitions, where they had to spell words correctly 
in 5 minutes. Also, quarterly writing samples were collected and evaluated.  
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       The second grade students from the classroom with the IWB used it daily for reading, 
spelling and writing sentences. The technology was also utilized for different spelling games, 
teacher modeling and internet access.  
       According to the Word Sprees results from September to May, 3 students who used the IWB 
outperformed in number of words they wrote (18.7 gain) the 3 students who did not have the 
technology (9.3 gain). When comparing the results of all LEP students participating in the 
research, the students from the classroom that did not have the IWB slightly outperformed (12.9 
gain) the students who did (12.6 gain).   
       The results of the seventh week review test revealed an insignificant gain for the 3 focus 
students with the IWB (49%) when compared to the students that did not have the technology 
(46%).  Similar results are found for the whole LEP participating group: 50.9% gain in the 
classroom with the interactive whiteboard and 49.6% gain in the classroom without. 
       In the reading assessment the 3 students that had an advantage of using the technology read 
all the words correctly and, therefore, had 100% accuracy. The 3 students from the classroom 
without the IWB had 93% accuracy in reading high frequency words. There was no significant 
gain found among all LEPs participating in the research students. 
       As for the writing samples, the 3 students that were using the IWB daily have demonstrated 
higher use of frequency words and higher consistency in correct spelling than the students that 
did not have the access to the technology. 
       Overall the 3 students using the IWB for reading, spelling and writing made significant 
growth in their English Language Proficiency. At the end of the school year, all of them were on 
level or above level in reading. Only one student was slightly below level in writing and math. 
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       All LEP students who had the IWB in their classroom benefited from the daily use of it. 
Many of these students do not have access to technology at home. The exposure to different 
methods of learning made other significant positive differences for those students that are 
difficult to reflect with test scores. 
       Similarly, Swan et al. (2007) have studied the impact the IWB’s utilization make on student 
academic achievement. Their findings confirm the results of the previous research in the area of 
the frequency effects. 
       Swan et al. (2007) studied the effects of the teachers’ use of IWBs on students’ achievement 
in reading, language arts and mathematics.  As a result of the study, the researchers intended to 
clarify if the use of IWBs affects positively students’ performance on standardized tests. The 
authors wanted to compare the test gains in math, reading and language arts between students 
whose teachers use IWBs outperform students whose teachers do not use them. In the process of 
the study the researchers had to investigate for the explanation of the test results’ differences 
among the classes that had IWBs.   
      The data used in the research was taken from the Ohio Achievement Test (OAT) in reading, 
language arts and mathematics for the 2006-2007 academic year. The analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) determined the difference between the students’ scores of the teachers who used the 
IWB and those who did not use them. The weekly online surveys completed by teachers using 
IWBs were considered in deciding whether the frequency of IWBs use and the level of 
engagement played a role in the differences in test results. In addition to the weekly surveys, the 
researchers had two focus groups that included the teachers who used IWBs. These teachers had 
an opportunity to share their attitudes and experience towards the effects of the IWB’s use in 
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their classrooms. Finally, the self-report data between the teachers, all of whom used this 
technology, was compared for the explanations of the differences in test results. 
       More than 3,000 students from Ohio district’s 11 elementary schools, 3 junior high schools 
and 1 alternative school participated in the research. Reportedly, 33% of the district’s student 
population are minorities, including 21% African-Americans and 8% of the students that live 
below the poverty line. Additionally, 72 teachers (15 males and 57 females) who used IWBs 
from grades 3-8 were involved in the study.  
       The findings in mathematics achievement and in reading achievement demonstrate that 
students from the classrooms where the teacher used the IWB slightly outperformed the students 
whose teacher did not have the technology. As researchers point out, the general results are 
important statistically and do not bear significant meaning. For example, the authors found 
statistically significant gains only in mathematics, and since the differences are small they do not 
bear important meaning. On the other hand, some statistically significant and meaningful 
differences are found at specific grade levels in mathematics (fourth and fifth grades) and 
reading/language arts fifth and eighth grades). The researchers explain that between the 
educators who used the IWB, the teachers that employed this technology tool more frequently 
(almost every day when compared to three times a week) and engagingly (student-centered), had 
students who significantly outperformed their peers with and without the access to IWBs.  
       The teachers who used IWBs and whose students’ scores were statistically significant and 
meaningful employed the technology more frequently and in a more engaging way. The study 
demonstrates that the usage of IWBs positively affects student achievement. However, it also 
shows that it is important to take into account how technology is being utilized by the teacher. 
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Creative and student-centered everyday instruction with the IWB creates a noticeable positive 
effect on students’ academic performance. 
       The Wuerzer (2008) study shows that LEP students benefit from the IWB’s incorporation 
into instruction. This technology reinforces student engagement and comprehension by adding a 
highly visual aspect to academic content. Daily and repetitive usage of the IWB helped to raise 
LEP students’ achievement in literacy. Swan et al. (2007) also maintain similar findings. 
However, it is important to note that the last article, in addition to emphasizing the importance of 
the frequent utilization of the technology by the teachers, confirms that a student-centered 
approach is crucial in teaching with IWBs for raising student achievement. Both of the studies 
help to develop a platform for beneficial evidence of every day usage of IWBs in teaching and 
learning.  
Conclusion 
 
       With the goal to purposefully highlight and create a deep understanding of the effects of the 
IWB’s use on teaching and learning, the review of the literature has been divided into three 
sections.  
       In the first section the discussion centers on the use of the IWB with young students. 
According to Preston and Mowbray (2008), young students benefit from the use of the IWB in 
the classroom. The authors prove that the IWB is an effective technological tool for introducing 
lessons, revealing students’ background knowledge, giving detailed instructions, concluding 
lessons, and assessing students. Additionally, the IWB helps to differentiate teaching practice by 
providing additional venues for employment of innovative strategies and interactive activities. 
Morgan’s (2010) study supports a play-oriented approach to teaching and learning with the IWB 
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in the early education classrooms. Both articles reveal that interactive and student-centered 
utilization of the IWB enriches educational experiences of both teachers and students. 
       The second section explores in detail the advantages of student-centered and visual approach 
to the IWB’s use. Students that learn with the IWB demonstrate greater academic achievement in 
mathematics (Zittle, 2004). The researcher validates his findings by explaining that teachers 
developed interactive and visual activities and gave opportunities for students to manipulate the 
content on the board. Solvie (2011) also points out that student-centered methods, in other 
words, when students are the ones manipulating the objects on the IWB, enhance student 
engagement. Bruce et al. (2011) found that the IWB assists teaching and learning in mathematics 
by offering visual support for communication, sharing and comparing mathematical work. 
However, the researchers maintain that teachers’ commitment to creating student-centered 
lessons is significant when considering the results of their study.  Beeland’s (2002) states that the 
visual component that the IWB adds to the lesson has a greater impact on students’ engagement 
than the physical interaction. All of the research in this section confirms that student-centered 
and visual teaching and learning with the IWB enhances student engagement and, therefore, 
achievement. 
       The third and final section of the literature review focuses on the research that has been done 
in the area on the effects of the frequency of the IWB’s use on student achievement. Wuerzer 
(2008) has found that LEP students’ literacy achievement improves when the IWB is utilized on 
a daily basis. Similarly, Swan et al. (2007) state that the frequent and engaging use of the IWB 
improves students’ scores in reading, language and mathematics. Even though the researchers 
point out the frequency as an important variable in the improvement of students’ achievement, it 
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is necessary to mention that they also stress the significance of the student-centered approach to 
teaching and learning with the IWB.   
       The 3 sections of the literature review help to deepen an understanding and build 
background knowledge about the effective uses of the IWB with students. The research confirms 
that students benefit from the IWB’s use. Every article in this chapter mentions that a student-
centered approach, where students are the ones manipulating the content on the board, plays a 
significant role in the results of the research. The visual component that this technology offers is 
also an important variable in most of the research discussed above. Finally, the frequent use of 
the IWB has been found to be important as well, especially when combined with student-
centered and visual approaches to teaching and learning with the IWB. 
Chapter 3 
Procedures for the Study 
       After reviewing the current studies about the use of the IWBs with young students, student-
centered and visual approach to teaching and learning, and the effects of the frequency of the 
IWB’s use on students’ achievement, the researcher has developed a frequency and student-
centered strategy for the IWB’s use during the phonemic awareness intervention.  
Introduction 
       The study was conducted at a Midwestern public school. IWBs have been a quite recent 
addition to the everyday instruction at the school. In fact, this technology was first integrated in 
the 2010-2011 academic school year. With each subsequent year the number of IWBs in the 
building grew. During the 2012-2013 school year, the school has acquired 7 more IWBs reaching 
the total number of 13 IWBs in the building. The school’s administration plans to have this 
technology available in every classroom in the near future.  
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       The integration of IWBs into the school’s daily instruction served as the motivation for the 
following research. The researcher participated in the professional development that focused on 
learning about the use of this technology in the classroom and provided training in the 
development of the engaging student-centered activities for IWB. The participation and 
successful completion of the professional development guaranteed the IWB’s placement and stay 
in the classroom where the research took place. The school district’s professional development 
program sponsored the training of teachers and the installation of IWBs in the classrooms of the 
teachers who participated in this professional development. The certificate of completion of the 
professional development is attached in the appendix C. 
       The following study intended to determine whether the frequency of manipulation of the 
IWB by the students during the small group phonemic instruction had a positive effect on 
students’ achievement in this area. The hypothesis was the students that had an opportunity to 
manipulate the tools of the IWB during the phonemic instruction would have higher assessment 
scores in phonemic awareness. 
Description of Sample Population 
       The school’s enrollment for the 2012-2013 academic year was comprised of 578 students, 
which included 23% African American, 2% American Indian, 0.3% Asian, 64% Hispanic and 
10% white students. 23% of students received special education services and 98% of students 
received free and reduced lunch. The school had 37% of English Language Learners (ELL) 
during that academic year. 
       The school operated within a bilingual developmental program. This program achieves 
bilingualism and biliteracy outcomes by providing the academic setting and instruction in the 
minority language. Starting at kindergarten, minority language students are exposed to the 
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instruction in their native language for 80-90 % of the time. Each subsequent year the percentage 
of the minority language use diminishes, while the percentage of the majority language use 
increases. Developmental bilingual education has minority language development as its focus, 
especially in the early stages of the students’ education.  
       The SAGE classroom where the study took place had 29 Hispanic students and 2 teachers. 
The researcher was a lead teacher for 13 students. Close collaboration between the 2 classroom 
teachers and their students was observant. 
       13 Hispanic kindergarten students, 7 females and 6 males, participated in the study. The 
group was quite homogeneous, meaning that all of the students were on similar levels in their 
reading and writing skills. 12 students started the year in September, and only 1 student was 
transferred to this classroom in the middle of the academic year. The daily instruction was 
conducted in Spanish. Students received English as a Second Language (ESL) services for half 
an hour a day.  
       Students who participated in the study received 20 minutes of daily small group phonemic 
instruction with the use of the IWB. The developed phonemic activities for the IWB served as a 
literacy center for the letters of the unit focusing on sorting images, reading syllables and 
building words. All the instruction for all of the time occurred within 1 classroom.       
Description of Procedures Used 
       The researcher determined 6 weeks for the duration of the study, which could be further 
divided into 2 stages. The kindergarten curriculum was an influential factor in planning for the 
duration and stage division of the study. The school, where the research took place, had 
kindergarten curriculum with10 sequential literacy units; each of the units focused on a specific 
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theme, letters of the alphabet and high frequency words. Every unit lasted 3 weeks and was 
followed by the assessment. The following study covered 2 kindergarten curriculum units. 
        During the first stage of the study, or the first 3 weeks, the researcher used the IWB during 
small group phonemic instruction in a teacher-centered manner, meaning that the teacher, and 
not the students, was the one manipulating the board for the majority of the time. For the period 
of 20 minutes of a daily small group phonemic instruction, students had 1 or no opportunity at all 
to manipulate the content on the IWB. Each participating student had a chance to touch the 
objects on the IWB for the total of 3 times per week.  
       During the second stage of the study, or the second 3 weeks, the students manipulated the 
content on the IWB more frequently. The instruction was student-centered, meaning that every 
student had an opportunity to manipulate the content on the IWB for at least 3 times during the 
20 minutes of small group daily phonemic instruction. By the end of the week, each student had 
a total of 15 chances to move the objects on the IWB. 
       Developed and utilized in the two stages of the research the IWB’s phonemic activities had 
the same purpose and characteristics. The two types of phonemic activities used in the research 
were sorting and word building. For the sorting activities, the researcher made a table with 5 
columns with the titles corresponding to the 5 syllables: consonant of the week plus 5 Spanish 
vowels. Under the table the researcher put a variety of images that started with the syllables in 
the table. Students who participated in the study had to move and place pictures under the correct 
beginning syllable of the word corresponding to the image.  
       As for the word building IWB activity, the researcher placed an image in the center of the 
whiteboard screen with a blank rectangle beneath it, divided into squares for each letter of the 
word. There were letters available for the students to move and place into the correct squares to 
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make a word that corresponded to the image on the page. Each word had a focus letter of the 
week. The word building IWB activity had 1 image on the IWB’s screen, and to go to the 
following page, the participating students had to press the arrow sign on the bottom of the screen.  
The IWB’s sorting and word building activities used in this research are available in the 
appendix A of the study.  
        The group for the IWB literacy center consisted of 4 to 5 students. For the sorting activity 
students took turns to place an image into the correct column. The student had to read the 
syllable under which he or she placed an image as well as to name the image. For the word 
building activity, students took turns to place one letter into the correct square. The student not 
only had to move the letters into the correct square, but to tell the name of the letter and the 
sound it made. After the word was complete, students were required to count and name syllables 
and sounds in it. Physical movement was often paired with counting and naming syllables and 
sounds. The students applauded for each syllable and acted out a basketball game with an 
imagined ball bouncing from the floor for each sound and shooting into a basket when the whole 
word was pronounced. During the first stage of the study, the teacher was taking a lead in 
moving images and letters on the IWB. The students took turns in giving answers while the 
teacher reflected their answer on the IWB by moving images and letters. Throughout the second 
stage of the study, the students were the ones manipulating the content on the IWB. 
Description of Data Collection 
       The study was conducted during 2 sequential kindergarten literacy units (unit 7 and unit 8). 
Throughout both stages of the study, the researcher collected the data via the units’ formal 
assessments and dictated assessments. The unit assessment came with the program, and the 
researcher developed the dictated assessment. The researcher used the same unit test and dictated 
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assessment for testing before and after the 3 week instructional period. Students who participated 
in the study took pre and post unit tests as well as pre and post dictated assessments. The 
researcher compared the test results for the growth of pre and post scores between the 2 unit tests 
and the 2 dictated assessments. 
       The units’ tests comprised of several parts, each of which was focusing on a specific literacy 
skill: listening comprehension, knowledge of high frequency words, phonemic awareness, and 
units’ vocabulary. For the purpose of the study, listening comprehension and units’ vocabulary 
parts of the tests were not included into consideration. Out of the total 27 questions of the test, 
only 17 assessed the phonemic awareness skills reinforced by the IWB’s utilization in the 
classroom. The dictated assessment comprised of 10 words that included 2 high frequency words 
and 8 words with alphabet letters of the unit.  
       The researcher conducted pre and post assessments with 3 or 4 students at a time. She 
recorded and tracked the progress of each student’s scores for the phonemic sections of the units’ 
assessments and dictated assessments.  The data collection was confidential. 
       Additionally, students completed the attitude survey about the frequency of use of the IWB 
for the phonemic instruction. The researcher used the same survey before beginning the study 
and after completing it. The survey asked the students to color a happy (always), indifferent 
(sometimes) or sad (never) facial expression in response to the two questions: “Do you like using 
the IWB for learning to read?” and “Would you like to use more frequently the IWB for learning 
to read?” The researcher did not split students into groups to take the survey: all 13 students 
completed their surveys at the same assigned time. 
       The researcher kept a time log for each stage of the study to monitor the quantity of each 
student’s manipulation of the content on the IWB.  
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       The unit tests, dictated assessments, attitude survey and time log are available in the 
appendix B of the study. 
Chapter 4 
Results 
       The researcher collected the data from 13 students throughout the period of 6 weeks. This 
chapter presents the data and its analysis in regards to the applied intervention. The focus of the 
intervention was the effects of the frequency of the IWB’s use on student achievement in 
phonemic awareness. 
Introduction 
       The data were collected from 2 formal assessments, 2 dictated assessments and 1 attitude 
survey during 6 weeks. Each of the assessments and attitude survey were conducted prior and 
after the interventions (samples of assessments and survey are included in the appendix B). 
Students completed pre and post tests in small groups of 5, and all of the 13 students took the 
survey at a time. For all of the assessments the researcher made sure the students did the work 
individually. The students had dividing folders separating them from each other. The formal 
assessments took approximately 30 minutes; the dictated assessment took about 15 minutes and 
the survey took 5 to 10 minutes to complete. 
       The researcher used all student data in the study. The pre and post test results were 
compared and the growth in between them calculated. The average scores for pre and post 
assessments as well as for the growth were also calculated. The individual and average scores for 
each of the unit’s assessments and dictated assessments were compared and analyzed for the 
differences, similarities and possible patterns. 
       The data are presented across all students and organized into comprehensive tables. Among 
13 students, 7 are females and 6 are males. In the tables this information is distinguished by 
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color: females’ results are found in pink columns, while males’ scores are located in white 
columns. There were no significant differences noticed between females and males’ results, 
therefore, the following analysis does not feature distinctions between genders. Student 2* has a 
star that distinguishes her from the rest of the group. She was a new addition to the classroom: 
student 2* started at the school in March of 2013.  
       This chapter is divided into 4 sections. First, the researcher presents and analyses the data 
from unit 7. The focus of the second section of this chapter is the analysis of the data from unit 8. 
In the third section, the researcher compares and analyzes the differences and similarities 
between the results from the two units. Lastly, the attitude survey results are presented and 
analyzed. During the detailed analysis of the results of the study, the purpose of the research 
served as an explanatory as well as an influential condition in the outcomes. 
Presentation and analysis of the data from unit 7 
       During the 3 weeks of 20 minute daily phonemic instruction for the unit each student 
touched the content on the IWB approximately 9 times. All 13 students took the pretest before 
unit 7 was taught and took the same test (post test) after the study of the unit was finished.  
The average for the pretest was calculated at 86.2%, the average for the post test was at 93.5%, 
resulting in the average growth of 7.31%. Student 2*, who was new to the class, had the lowest 
score on the pretest in the whole group (71%), but demonstrated considerable growth of 23%. 
Her low starting point could be explained by her late start in this classroom. Student 7 and 
student 10 had the same percentage for the pretest and the post test, 100% and 88% respectively.  
       Student 3, student 8 and student 13 had a drop in their post test. Student 13 had a negative 
growth of 12. He gained 100% on the pretest and received 88% for the post test.  Student 13 was 
among the 2 students who scored the full percentage on the pretest. He was one of the strongest 
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students in the group. The negative growth on the test could be explained by the specifics of his 
emotional or physical state on that day, since he demonstrated consistent growth in all of his 
other assessments for this research. 
Table 1. Unit 7: Formal Assessment. 
Students Pretest % Post test  % Growth % 
Student 1 82 94 12 
Student 2* 71 94 23 
Student 3 100 94 -6 
Student 4 82 88 6 
Student 5 88 100 12 
Student 6 94 100 6 
Student 7 100 100 0 
Student 8 88 82 -6 
Student 9 76 94 18 
Student 10 88 88 0 
Student 11 76 100 24 
Student 12 76 94 18 
Student 13 100 88 -12 
AVERAGE 86.2 93.5 7.31 
      
       Percentage of growth for unit 7 could be divided into 4 distinct categories. 3 students had 
negative growth, 4 students grew 0 to 9 points and 4 students grew 10 to 19 points. 2 students 
had a significant growth of 20-24 points. Overall, the majority of students showed good progress. 
3 students had a perfect score on the pretest and 4 students also had gained a 100% on the post 
test. 
Table 1A. Unit 7: Ranges of Growth. 
Percentage of Growth Number of students 
(-12)--(-1) 3 
0--9 4 
10--19 4 
20-24 2 
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Table 1B. Unit 7: Number of Students with 100%. 
Pretest Post test 
3 4 
        
       The researcher developed the dictated assessment. Students had to write 10 words that the 
teacher dictated to them. Most of the students demonstrated considerable growth. The average 
for the pretest was 47.7 and for the post test it equaled to 75.4, resulting in 27.69 average for 
growth. Only student 12 did not show improvement, remaining with the same percentage for the 
pretest and the post test. None of the participants had negative growth in this type of assessment. 
Table 2. Unit 7: Dictation. 
Students Pretest % Post test  % Growth % 
Student 1 40 60 20 
Student 2* 40 60 20 
Student 3 20 70 50 
Student 4 60 70 10 
Student 5 30 80 50 
Student 6 40 70 30 
Student 7 80 100 20 
Student 8 40 50 10 
Student 9 40 90 50 
Student 10 40 80 40 
Student 11 60 100 40 
Student 12 50 50 0 
Student 13 80 100 20 
AVERAGE 47.7 75.4 27.69 
        
       Percentage of growth ranged between 0 and 50 points. 2 students had growth of 40% and 3 
of 50%. None of the students received 100% on the pretest, but 3 gained a perfect score on the 
post test. All of the students but 1 demonstrated great gains in the phonemic awareness in the 
material for unit 7. 
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Table 2A. Unit 7: Ranges of Growth. 
Percentage of Growth Number of students 
0-10 3 
20 4 
30 1 
40 2 
50 3 
 
Table 2B. Unit 7: Number of students with 100%. 
Pretest Post test 
0 3 
        
       The growth for the dictated assessment was significantly higher than for the formal 
assessment for unit 7. In the dictated assessment students had to rely on the acquired phonemic 
skills since there were no options to choose from or images that aided in their response. This was 
the biggest difference between the two forms of the assessments. With that said, most of the 
students made significant growth as demonstrated by the results of the dictated assessment. 
Presentation and analysis of the data from unit 8 
       During the 3 weeks of 20 minute daily phonemic instruction for the unit 8 each student 
touched the content on the IWB approximately 45 times. All 13 students took the pretest before 
unit 8 was taught and took the same test (post test) after the study of the unit was finished.  
The average for the pretest was calculated at 87.6%, the average for the post test was at 98.2%, 
resulting in the average growth of 5.07%. Student 2* did not have the lowest score on the pretest 
(82%), and demonstrated considerable growth of 18%. Student 12 had the lowest pretest score of 
65%, but reached 88% on the post test. In fact, he had the largest growth of 23%. Student 3 
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(94%), student 5(100%), student 10 (100%) and student 13 (100%) had the same percentage for 
pretest and post test. In this unit’s assessment none of the participating students had a negative 
growth. Student 13, who had a negative growth of 12% on unit 7, had received 100% on unit 8 
pretest and post test.  
Table 3. Unit 8: Formal Assessment. 
Students Pretest % Post test  % Growth % 
Student 1 88 100 12 
Student 2* 82 100 18 
Student 3 94 94 0 
Student 4 82 100 18 
Student 5 100 100 0 
Student 6 88 94 6 
Student 7 88 100 12 
Student 8 88 100 12 
Student 9 82 100 18 
Student 10 100 100 0 
Student 11 82 100 18 
Student 12 65 88 23 
Student 13 100 100 0 
AVERAGE 87.6 98.2 5.07 
         
       The division for this unit’s percentage of growth was maintained from unit 7. No students 
had negative growth, 5 students grew 0 to 9 points and 7 students grew 10 to 19 points. 1student 
had a significant growth of 20-24 points. The majority of students demonstrated good progress. 3 
students had a perfect score on the pretest and 10 students had also gained a 100% on the post 
test. 
Table 3A. Unit 8: Ranges of Growth. 
Percentage of Growth Number of students 
(-12)--(-1) 0 
0--9 5 
10--19 7 
20-24 1 
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Table 3B. Unit 8: Number of Students with 100%. 
Pretest Post test 
3 10 
        
       In the dictated assessment, the majority of the students demonstrated considerable growth. 
The average for the pretest was 70.8 and for the post test it equaled to 90.8, resulting in a 9.63 
average for growth. Students 4 and 11 did not show improvement, remaining with the same 
percentage for the pretest and the post test. None of the participants had negative growth in this 
type of assessment. 
Table 4. Unit 8: Dictation. 
Students Pretest % Post test  % Growth % 
Student 1 70 90 20 
Student 2* 70 80 10 
Student 3 60 80 20 
Student 4 80 80 0 
Student 5 70 100 30 
Student 6 50 100 50 
Student 7 80 100 20 
Student 8 80 90 10 
Student 9 60 100 40 
Student 10 70 80 10 
Student 11 90 90 0 
Student 12 40 90 50 
Student 13 100 100 0 
AVERAGE 70.8 90.8 9.63 
        
       Percentage of growth ranged between 0 and 50 points. 1 student had a growth of 40% and 2 
students gained 50%.  1 student received 100% on the pretest, and 5 gained a perfect score on the 
post test. The majority of the students demonstrated great gains in the phonemic awareness in the 
material for unit 8. 
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Table 4A. Unit 8: Ranges of Growth. 
Percentage of Growth Number of students 
0-10 6 
20 3 
30 1 
40 1 
50 2 
 
Table 4B. Unit 8: Number of Students with 100%. 
Pretest Post Test 
1 5 
        
       The growth for the dictated assessment was not significantly higher than for the formal 
assessment for the unit 8. Most of the participants had high scores on the pretest for the formal 
assessment and for the dictated assessment, giving them less room for point accumulation. 
Analysis and comparison of the results 
       This study intended to determine whether the frequency of manipulation of the IWB by the 
students during the small group phonemic instruction had a positive effect on students’ 
achievement in this area. The students had an opportunity to manipulate the tools and content on 
the IWB during 20 minute small group phonemic instruction throughout 6 weeks of the study. 
During the first 3 weeks (unit 7), each student manipulated the objects on the IWB for 
approximate total of 9. Throughout the second 3 weeks (unit 8) of the study, each student had 
approximately 45 opportunities for manipulation. The difference in test results for both of the 
units is summarized below. 
       The averages for pretests and posttest of the formal assessments for unit 8 were slightly 
higher than for unit 7. However, the averages for pre dictation and post dictation for unit 8 were 
significantly higher than for unit 7. The higher starting point during the second stage of the 
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study, as shown in the pretests for unit 8, could explain the lower percentage of growth for this 
unit. It is necessary to point out none of the participating students had a negative percentage of 
growth for the formal assessment of unit 8, while for unit 7 there were 3 students in that range. In 
addition, the students’ number for the perfect score of 100% was higher during the second stage 
of the research. The post formal assessment for unit 7 had 4 students that scored 100%, while the 
post formal assessment for unit 8 had 10 students with the highest possible percentage. The post 
dictation assessment for unit 7 had 3 students with perfect score, and for unit 8—5 students. 
       The assessment results for the second stage of the research were higher in pre and post tests. 
The lower percentage of growth for the second 3 weeks of the study could be attributed to the 
highest pretest results. 
Table 5. Comparison of the Averages of Formal Assessments and Dictations for Units 7 and 8.  
Pretest  
7 
Pretest  
8 
Post Test  
7 
Post Test  
8 
Test Growth 
7 
Test Growth 
8 
86.2 87.6 93.5 98.2 7.31 5.07 
Pre Dictation 
7 
Pre Dictation 
8 
Post Dictation 
7 
Post Dictation 
8 
Dictation 
Growth 7 
Dictation 
Growth 8 
47.7 70.8 75.4 90.8 27.69 9.63 
 
Table 6. Comparison of the Percentage of Growth for Units’ Formal Assessments. 
Percentage of Growth Unit 7 Unit 8 
(-12)—(-1) 3 0 
0-9 4 5 
10-19 4 7 
20-24 2 1 
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Table 7. Comparison of the Percentage of Growth for Units’ Dictated Assessments. 
Percentage of Growth Dictation 7 Dictation 8 
0-10 3 6 
20 4 3 
30 1 1 
40 2 1 
50 3 2 
 
Table 8. Comparison of the Number of Students with 100% for Units 7 and 8. 
Pretest 7 Pretest 8 Post Test 7 Post Test 8 
3 3 4 10 
Pre Dictation 7 Pre Dictation 8 Post Dictation 7 Post Dictation 8 
0 1 3 5 
 
Attitude surveys 
       Students who participated in the study completed the attitude survey about the frequency of 
use of the IWB for the phonemic instruction. The researcher used the same survey before 
beginning the study and after its completion. The survey asked the students to a color happy 
(always), indifferent (sometimes) or sad (never) facial expression in response to the two 
questions: “Do you like using the IWB for learning to read?” and “Would you like to use more 
frequently the IWB for learning to read?”  
       In the pre-intervention survey, all students colored the happy face for the first question. 
However, for the second question, student 7 and student 10 indicated they would sometimes 
welcome the increase of the IWB’s use for learning to read and write. In the post-intervention 
survey, all of the students colored a happy face for both of the questions. The increase in the 
IWB’s use during the second stage of the research had a positive effect on students’ attitude 
towards the more frequent utilization of this technology for learning to read and write. 
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Table 9. Attitude Survey. 
Students Pre-Intervention Post-Intervention 
 1
st
 Question 2
nd
 Question 1
st
 Question 2
nd
 Question 
Student 1     
Student 2*     
Student 3     
Student 4     
Student 5     
Student 6     
Student 7     
Student 8     
Student 9     
Student 10       
Student 11     
Student 12     
Student 13     
 every time 
 sometimes    
 never 
    
Conclusion 
       During the first stage of the intervention (unit 7) each student manipulated the content on the 
IWB approximately 9 times, while during the second stage of the research (unit 8) the frequency 
of manipulation equaled 45 times per student. Averages for the pretests and the post tests were 
higher for the unit 8. However, percentage of growth for unit 8 was lower than for unit 7. For the 
formal assessment of unit 7, 3 of the students performed with negative growth, while for unit 8 
there were 0 students in that range. In addition, after the second stage of intervention, 10 students 
scored 100% on the post test compared to only 3 students with a perfect score for the first post 
test assessment. The frequency change in the IWB’s use did not have a significant effect on 
students’ attitudes. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
       In the following final chapter of this study the data are summarized and analyzed in 
connection to existing research. The researcher explains the results and identifies strengths and 
limitations of the study. The results are also considered for the possibilities of further direction 
that this research can be taken.  
Introduction 
       In the first section of the concluding chapter the researcher connects the results of the current 
study to existing research in this area. For clarity, the information in this section is presented 
according to the thematic division of Chapter 2. First, the researcher explains use of the IWB 
with young students. Second, the student-centered and visual approach to the IWB’s use is 
addressed. Finally, the researcher discusses the effects of the frequency of the IWB’s use on 
student achievement. Each part of this section connects the data yielded in the current research to 
summarized studies, found in Chapter 2. 
       The second section of the chapter provides explanations and conclusions of the data of the 
study. The third and fourth sections explain strengths and limitations of the research and give 
recommendations for future research.  
 Connections to existing research 
       Since the participants in the current study were kindergarteners, it was important to consider 
the research available on the use of the IWB with young students. Successful strategies for the 
IWB’s implementation in kindergarten for this research were based on the previous studies 
available in this area. Preston and Mowbray (2008) wrote that students were engaged and 
motivated by physically moving and representing objects on the IWB and by the visual 
component that this technology could offer. In the current study, the researcher also developed 
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IWB’s activities where students had to touch the board in order to move the content. The two 
types of phonemic activities used in the research were sorting and word building. In the sorting 
activity students had to move and place pictures under the correct beginning syllable of the word 
corresponding to the image. In the word building activity there were letters available for the 
students to move and place into the correct squares to make a word that corresponded to the 
image on the page. Each page of the phonemic literacy centers had an image or images designed 
for students to easily correlate the image to the word or syllable (please see appendix A). The 
IWB’s activities used in this research had characteristics described by Preston and Mowbray 
(2008) in their study. Students moved images and letters on the IWB, which provided 
manipulative and visual support for teaching and learning. 
       Preston and Mowbray (2008) also pointed out that the lessons created for the IWB helped to 
maintain a positive attitude amongst young students towards this technology. That finding may 
support why students had positive gains on the attitude survey, which was administered to them 
in the beginning and in the end of the current study. The increase in the frequency of the IWB’s 
use during the second stage of the research led to all of the students confirming that they would 
welcome a more frequent use of this technology. Preston and Mowbray (2008) also wrote that 
the IWB was an excellent tool for assessing students’ knowledge. In this study, the researcher 
noted that she was able to quickly test students’ understanding of the material by considering the 
ease or lack thereof with which a student was placing letters and images on the board into the 
correct place.  
       Another major strategy that was considered in the development of the current research was 
associated with teacher-centered verses student-centered approaches discussed by Morgan 
(2010). Morgan’s (2010) study encourages teachers to steer away from a teacher-centered 
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approach to teaching and learning with the IWB. Students need to be given more opportunities to 
manipulate the content on the board. “Instructional form of pedagogy” with the IWB did not 
appeal to students (Morgan, 2010, p.101). The current study examined the difference in students’ 
results and attitudes in regards to the frequency of the IWB’s use. The first stage was categorized 
by a teacher-centered approach while the second stage had a student-centered approach to the 
IWB’s utilization for phonemic instruction. The results of this study may confirm that when 
students have more opportunities to touch the content on the board, they are more engaged and, 
consequently, learn more. Frequent opportunities of manipulation of the content on the IWB 
correlate to a student-centered approach to teaching and learning with this technology.  
       Preston and Mowbray (2008) and Morgan (2010) found that young students did not need 
extensive and consistent explanations of how to use the tools of the IWB, but rather quickly 
developed confidence in their ability to use this technology. The researcher could also confirm 
that kindergarteners in her research became quite confident in their knowledge of the IWB’s 
major tools. After the initial modeling, the researcher did not have to repeat directions for the 
IWB’s use. During the second stage of the research students, and not the researcher, were leading 
the activities on the IWB. In addition to moving content on the IWB, students who participated 
in the study knew how to go to a different page, how to delete an object, and how to write on the 
board using the IWB’s pens and tools. 
       The second section of the previous research, which focused on a student-centered and visual 
approach to the IWB’s use in the classroom, could be compared to the approaches used in the 
current study. Zittle (2004) found that a student-centered and visual approach to teaching and 
learning with the IWB increased students’ attention and, therefore, academic achievement. Most 
of the participants in Zittle’s (2004) research were Limited English Proficient (LEP) Navajo 
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students. Zittle (2004) administered pre- and post-assessments, and students, who used the IWB 
for learning mathematical concepts, demonstrated greater growth on pre- and post-tests, than the 
students, who used personal computers for the same lessons. In the current study, ELL 
participated, and the researcher also used pre- and post-assessments. The results of the pre- and 
post-tests were greater during the second stage of the study, when the students had more chances 
to manipulate the content on the IWB. Even though only one student could manipulate the 
content on the board at a time, the rest of the students in the small literacy group were also 
exposed to the new concepts and skills through highly visual imaging that the IWB offered. In 
other words, all students in the group were active participants. That also could explain why in 
Zittle’s (2004) research the students who used individual computers scored lower on the tests 
when compared to the results gained from the student who manipulated the IWB.  
       Solvie (2011) focused specifically on examining variation in student attention between 
literacy instruction with and without the use of the IWB. Even though Solvie (2011) did not find 
that the use of the IWB significantly impacted student attention, the author noted that student 
engagement was obvious when they, and not the teacher, were manipulating the content on the 
IWB. The correlation between student engagement and manipulation of the IWB was obvious. 
For this study the researcher kept a time log to monitor the times each student had an opportunity 
to manipulate the content (please see appendix B). The second stage of the current study could 
be characterized as student-centered, meaning the students took over the phonemic literacy 
activities on the IWB. The participants were more engaged during the second stage of the 
research, which could be supported by higher pre- and post-test results as well as by positive 
growth in the responses to the second question of the attitude survey.  
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      The research confirms that the use of the IWB supports and enriches teaching and learning. 
Bruce et al. (2011) identified significant learning moments as an increase in students’ 
understanding because of the IWB’s use. The study categorizes significant learning moments as 
visual support for communication, shared student reasoning and effective small group learning. 
Beeland (2002) also found out that the visual characteristic of the IWB was the catalyst to 
students’ engagement increasing. Similar to Bruce et al. (2011) and Beeland (2002), the 
researcher in this study found that the IWB’s visual support had a positive effect on students’ 
learning. All students in the IWB’s phonemic literacy center, and not only the ones manipulating 
the content on the board, were able to reflect on and share their thinking with the help of the 
IWB. Therefore, it could be concluded that the IWB provides visual and collaborative support 
for teaching and learning. 
       The third section of this chapter focuses specifically on the effects of the frequency of the 
IWB’s use on student achievement. Wuerzer (2008) researched the effects of daily literacy 
instruction with the IWB on ELLs achievement in this area. Limited English Proficient (LEP) 
students are at a significant disadvantage when it comes to standardized tests Wuerzer (2008). 
Adapting highly visual and manipulative tools to the daily instruction could have a positive 
impact on ELLs’ academic achievement. For instance, Wuerzer (2008) had findings that are very 
much aligned to the previously discussed research here: all LEP students benefited from the daily 
use of the IWB. The frequency of the IWB played an important role in Wuerzer’s (2008) 
research. Additionally, LEP students benefited from the use of technology, especially consider 
most of them did not have access to such resources at home. The exposure to technology daily 
made a significant positive difference for all ELLs. Similar conclusions could be drawn in the 
current research. The results confirmed that kindergarteners’ phonemic awareness knowledge 
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and skills have grown due to frequent manipulation of the IWB. The researcher had 4 students 
with a perfect score for the post- formal assessment of unit 7. 10 students out of the total of 13 
scored 100% on the post- formal assessment of unit 8. The more frequent manipulation of the 
content on the IWB by the students during the second 3 weeks of the research could be a major 
factor in explaining the gain in the final results for the formal assessment of unit 8. 
       Similarly, Swan et al. (2007) have found that students benefit academically from the 
frequent use of the IWB. The teachers who used the IWB more frequently than other teachers 
had students with statistically significant scores on standardized tests in math, reading and 
language arts. Statistically significant and meaningful results were found in the classrooms 
where the educators used the IWB almost every day in an engaging student-centered manner. 
This study, as well as the other ones discussed previously, demonstrates that the use of the IWB 
has a positive effect on teaching and learning. Students’ academic performance and engagement 
level have increased especially when they were allowed to manipulate the content on the IWB 
more frequently. Frequency of manipulation and student-centered lessons could be quite 
interconnected characteristics of the successful IWB based lessons.  
       The researcher provided some connection to the previous studies with the purpose to elicit 
the findings of this research. The increase in assessment results during the second stage of the 
study could confirm that the IWB is an excellent tool for developing interactive, visual, student-
centered lessons that eventually is demonstrated in students’ academic growth. The frequency of 
manipulation could be an important characteristic of a student-centered approach to teaching and 
learning. When students manipulated the content on the IWB more frequently they had higher 
post-test scores. In the following section the researcher will explain the results and conclusions 
of the study in the context of her classroom. 
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Explanations of results 
       The researcher conducted the study in two distinct stages with the purpose to identify if the 
frequency of manipulation of the content on the IWB played a significant role in the possibility 
of the difference of the results yielded between the two stages. During the first stage (unit 7) each 
student manipulated the content on the board about 9 times; while during the second stage (unit 
8) students had approximately 45 opportunities to manipulate.  
       Before starting each unit, the researcher administered the pre-tests. The results of the pre-
tests for unit 7 are lower than those from unit 8; especially this was true on the dictated 
assessment. The average for the pre-dictation for unit 7 was 47.7, and for unit 8—70.8. Such a 
significant difference in starting points between the two stages of the research could be explained 
by the sequencing of the units in the kindergarten curriculum. Each subsequent unit builds on the 
knowledge acquired during the previous unit. Students had time to work on phonemic strategies 
and skills during unit 7, which they later applied to the sequential material of unit 8.  
       In addition, it should be noted that the two units’ formal assessments and dictated 
assessments were quite different in difficulty, which could explain the significant disparity in 
their results. For instance, the average for the pre-formal assessment for unit 7 was 86.2 and the 
average for the pre-dictation was 47.7. The formal assessments that go with the kindergarten 
literacy units are multiple answer tests, where students have to select 1 correct answer from the 3 
options given (please see appendix B). The dictated assessments, developed by the researcher, do 
not have options to choose from. The researcher dictated to students 10 words, which they had to 
write correctly, relying only on the skills and knowledge that they had acquired. Therefore, the 
dictated assessment is more difficult than the formal assessment, which is also reflected in the 
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results. In fact, the pre- and post- averages of the dictated assessment for both units are lower 
than the results for the formal assessments.  
        The researcher acquired the results for test growth subtracting the pre-assessments’ 
averages from post-assessments’ averages. The test growth for unit 7 was higher than for unit 8, 
especially for the dictated assessments. The dictation growth average for unit 7 was 27.69, and 
for unit 8—9.63. The explanation for this is rooted in that the pre- and post-assessments’ 
averages for unit 8 were higher than for unit 7. Again, it could be explained by the sequencing of 
curriculum units. However, it is necessary to point out that the pre- and post-test results for unit 8 
were higher than for unit 7. The averages for the post-formal assessment and dictated assessment 
of unit 8 were 98.2 and 90.8 respectively. The averages for the post-formal and dictated 
assessment of unit 7 were 93.5 and 75.4. Students’ performances were better during the second 
stage of the research. That can be explained by the fact that students had 5 times more 
opportunities to manipulate the content on the IWB. 
       With all that said, test growth does not provide a comprehensive picture in explaining the 
results between the two stages of the research. Therefore, it is necessary to also look at the 
individual level of growth. 3 students had a negative growth for formal assessment of unit 7 
while none of the students had a negative growth for unit 8. Also, there were 10 students and 5 
students that scored 100% on post-formal and dictated assessments of unit 8 respectively, while 
only 4 and 3 students had the same results for the assessments of unit 7. Overall, students 
demonstrated higher academic gains during the second stage of the research. Each student had 45 
opportunities to manipulate the content on the IWB compared to only 9 times during the first 
stage of the research. Student-centered instruction during the second stage of the research could 
be the catalyst of students’ higher performance.  
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       The increased frequency of the IWB’s manipulation had a positive effect on students’ 
attitudes towards the use of this technology for learning to read and write. Every student 
responded that they always and even more frequently want to use the IWB for learning to read 
and write. This is a positive gain since the pre-attitude survey has 2 students that marked 
“sometimes” when asked if they would like to use the IWB more frequently. The attitude 
survey’s results could confirm that students enjoy using the IWB. There is a positive relationship 
between the greater frequency in the use of the IWB and student engagement. 
       This section has presented an explanation for the results of the current study. The following 
sections draw on this explanation in regards to the strengths and limitations, as well as 
recommendations for future research. 
Strengths and limitations 
       The analysis of the current research in regards to the previously summarized studies, as well 
as explanation of the data available lead to the discussion of the strengths and limitations of this 
study. The strengths of the research are confined in beneficial technological addition to teaching 
and learning: the IWB facilitates student-centered instruction, as well as initiates the 
development of new methods of assessment. The major limitation of the study is its sequential 
unit staging and some aspects of data collection.   
       The primary strength of the current study is the utilization of the IWB technology into 
literacy lessons. According to Preston and Mowbray (2008), young students benefit from the use 
of the IWB in the classroom. The IWB is an effective technological tool that enriches teaching 
and learning. It facilitates instruction by providing visual support to lesson introduction, 
revealing students’ background knowledge, supporting scaffolding, assessment and conclusion 
of lessons. The IWB is an excellent instructional tool for engaging students and differentiation.  
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In their research, Zittle (2004), Solvie (2011), Bruce et al. (2011) and Beeland (2002) point out 
that manipulative and visual attributes of the IWB supports students’ engagement and positively 
affects academic achievement. 
       Student-centered instruction with the use of the IWB is another important strength of this 
study. During the second stage of the study the researcher used a more student-centered approach 
to teaching phonemic skills and strategies to students. In other words, students were the ones 
manipulating the highly visual content on the IWB. The IWB was used on a daily basis in the 
classroom where the research took place. Wuerzer (2008) and Swan et al. (2007) note that the 
frequency of the IWB’s use is an important variable in the improvement of students’ 
achievement. The results of the current study could confirm the previous findings in that area. 
       The strength of the research could also be found in the method of the assessments and the 
assessments themselves. The kindergarten curriculum does not require teachers to pre-test 
students, and only post-assessment is necessary. However, for this research, pre- and post-tests 
were administered, which provided more detailed information on students’ growth or the lack 
thereof. In addition, the researcher developed a dictated assessment, which gave a complete 
picture on students’ phonemic skills. The modification and addition of the assessments allowed 
more data to be collected and examined.  
       While the utilization of the IWB and the adaptation of the assessments could be considered 
as strengths of this research, there were also a few limitations in the study that are necessary to 
discuss here. One of the limitations discussed in the previous research was that IWB takes a lot 
of classroom space and could be a distraction for some of the students (Preston and Mowbray, 
2008, p. 53). The researcher could also confirm that the IWB takes a lot of classroom space with 
lots of wires attached to the devices connected to the IWB. Some of the students who 
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participated in the study were distracted by the IWB’s center activities, finding it difficult to 
concentrate on their own group-center work.  
       Another significant limitation of this research could be found in the sequencing of the units, 
which could have a positive influence on the results of the study. The study was conducted in 
two distinct stages, unit 7 and unit 8. Each stage took three weeks and the biggest difference 
between them was the substantial increase in student manipulation of the content on the IWB 
during the second stage. Even though the elevated frequency could be an important variable in 
the positive effect on the results, it should not be taken out of consideration that students had 
developed and fortified some phonemic skills and strategies during the first stage of the research, 
which were transferred to the second. Therefore, the sequential characteristic of the data 
collection could also have been an important contributor in the increase in assessment scores for 
unit 8. 
         The possibility of conducting a parallel research with two groups of students studying the 
same unit material could be considered as an unethical distribution of the benefits. In that case 1 
group would have had fewer opportunities to manipulate the content on the IWB while the other 
group would have had more chances to do so, which could have had a different set of data and 
with less variables to consider. In that case, the study could have been completed in 3 weeks. In 
that time period 2 groups of students would have studied the same unit’s material and would 
have practiced the same IWB’s activities. The only difference between the 2 groups of 
participants would have been the frequency of manipulation of the content on the IWB, which 
would have been the only variable to consider. However, in that case the group of students, who 
had more opportunities to manipulate the content on the board, could have benefited more than 
the other as the result of the research. That would have been an unfair consequence of the study 
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for some of the students. In the interest of students, the researcher considered sequential units’ 
based research, where all of the students had equal opportunities to manipulate the content on the 
IWB.  
       Another limitation of the study is the small sample size of population. Only 13 students 
participated in the research, making it difficult to apply generalizations. Therefore, both the 
strengths and limitations of the study need to be put into the perspective of the small size of 
student sample for the research. This study, however, could be taken as an example for bettering 
future research. The following section discusses the recommendations for future research. 
Recommendations for future research 
       The current study provides valuable information on the effects of the frequency of the 
IWB’s manipulation on students’ achievement in phonemic awareness in a bilingual 
kindergarten classroom. However, this research could be improved in several ways with the 
purpose to develop similar studies and with the possibility of greater generalizations to be 
applied to improving teaching and learning with the IWB. The following recommendations are 
based on students and teacher’s experience of the current study. 
       First of all, the researcher’s recommendation for future studies in this area is to find larger 
populations to participate. Only 13 students participated in this research, but in order to expand 
generalizations, it would be necessary to have more students and educators participating in 
similar research. This research was easily administered in the span of 6 weeks by the teacher 
herself. However, it is possible to extend the research to all kindergarten teachers at the school 
with the IWB. In that case, it could be necessary to use the same IWB’s phonemic activities and 
assessments in each classroom.  
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       The second recommendation involves the IWB’s placement in the classroom. The IWB 
takes a lot of classroom space and could be quite distracting for students engaged in tasks that do 
not involve the IWB. A specially designated area for its placement should be assigned, carefully 
considering the internet connection and, most importantly, students’ placement during whole and 
small group instruction. It is important to put into prospective needs of special education students 
when placing the IWB in the classroom. The researcher found that the best place for the IWB is 
by the wall, perpendicular to the classroom’s blackboard or whiteboard. The classroom, where 
the research took place was quite spacious, and the researcher had some flexibility in deciding 
the IWB’s placement. However, classroom space and internet connection are crucial factors in 
deciding the IWB’s position.  
       The following recommendations are centered on assessments used in this research. The 
researcher also found that some modifications to the curriculum required assessments should be 
made in order to make a detailed examination of the effects of the study. In the course of the 
research, pre- and post-assessments were administered to students. The district adopted 
curriculum does not require testing student knowledge before teaching a literacy unit. However, 
pre- and post- assessments could often provide more detailed information to the educator about 
students’ academic growth or lack thereof. A pre-test marks the knowledge a student already has 
about the unit content, while a post-test demonstrates a student’s understanding of the material 
taught. The growth or lack thereof between pre- and post-test results could tell how effective 
teaching strategies were for a particular student. The researcher found that pre-testing a student’s 
knowledge helped to make a detailed analysis about the effects of the frequency of the content 
manipulation on the IWB. 
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       The researcher recommends teachers develop their own additional assessments for units. 
Often, a teacher will simply use the district-provided assessments because the curriculum is 
accessible and the teacher is familiar with it. However, sometimes these assessments are not 
enough to describe a complete picture of students’ knowledge. The researcher found that unit 
tests were quite easy for some of her students and were too superficial. First of all, students had 
to choose 1 answer from 3 multiple choices already given to them. Second, some students could 
often guess the right answer. Therefore, as an addition to the district-required tests, the 
researcher developed a dictated assessment, where students were required to write 10 words with 
letters and sight words of the unit. In this assessment students did not have options to choose 
from: they relied specifically on the knowledge they gained during the unit’s instruction. The 
dictated assessment provided valid information on students’ pre- and post- knowledge of the 
material. 
      The assessments in this research were developed with the purpose of demonstrating the 
effects of the frequency of the IWB’s content manipulation on student achievement in phonemic 
awareness. The researcher and students had a positive experience with this technology during the 
whole academic year. However, more support should be provided to educators for using the IWB 
to the advantage of both teachers and students (Morgan, 2010). The researcher attended 
professional development provided by the district on the effective IWB’s use with young 
students, which helped her to prepare and adopt engaging activities, games and lessons for the 
IWB. Every teacher whose classroom has an IWB should have the opportunity to receive support 
and training in using this technology. It is important to note that training and teaching with the 
IWB should take a student-centered approach (Morgan, 2010). To initiate interest in similar 
research, the researcher will share the results of this study with her colleagues. The researcher 
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also hopes that her experience will encourage adoption by schools of this technology and will 
promote further research and development of the IWB’s interactive lessons.  
Conclusion 
       This study presented the intervention and the results of the effects of the frequency of the 
IWB’s manipulation on students’ achievement in phonemic awareness in a bilingual 
kindergarten classroom. The researcher has found that students made significant growth when 
they had more chances to manipulate the content on the IWB. After the second stage of 
intervention, 10 students scored 100% on the post-test compared to only 3 students with a perfect 
score for the first post-test assessment. The researcher can conclude that a student-centered and 
frequent utilization of the IWB in the classroom for teaching and learning has a positive effect on 
students’ academic achievement in phonemic awareness. However, more research should still be 
done with the goal to better understand and develop successful strategies and methods of 
teaching and learning with the IWB with young students. 
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Appendix A 
Unit 7: Jj, Yy; Unit 8: ñ, Ch, ch 
Sorting Activities 
Unit 7 
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Unit 8 
 
 
 
 
 
,..., ,..., . ,..., ,..., ,..., 
no n1 nu ne na 
cho che chi cha chu 
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Word Building Activities 
Unit 7 
 
a e i o u dnt j bl s m r Y a e i ou dntjbiSmrY 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
a e i o u yd n t j bl s m r 9 u e a e i o u m s t p I 
1
d n b j 9r 
. b 
aeiou msfplfnJd eaeiou mstplfnjdb 
r r 
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aea e i ou mstp lfn j db 
r 
I I I I I 
a a e i o u dnt j bl s m r 
a e i o u dnt j bl s m r 
a a e i ou dntjbiSmr 
I I I I I I 
a e i ou dnt jbl smrv 
a e i o u dnt j bl s m r 
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I I I I I I 
a e i o u dnt j bl s m r a e i oua dntjbiSmr 
I I I I I 
a e i o u dnt j bl s m r a a e i o u f nt j bl s m r dC 
I I I I 
e a e i o u f nt j bl s m r d a o e i o u f nt j bl s m r dC 
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a e i o u dnt j bl s m r g 
I I I I 
oaeiou dntjblsmr 
a e a e i o u m s t p 1 f n j db 
Y r 
a e i o u dnt j bl s m r 
Jj 
I I I I 
a e i o u f nt j bl s m r d 
a ei ou dntjbiSmrY 
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I I I I I 
a e i o u dnt j bl s m r Y a e i o u dnt j bl s m r Y 
I I I I I 
a e i o u d n t j bl s m r Y 
I I 
a e i ouydntjbiSmgr a e i o uydnt j bl s m g r 
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Unit 8 
I I 
a e i o uydnt jbl sm 9 rn 
c 
I I I I I 
a e i ouydnt jbl smgr n 
p 
I I I I 
a e i ouydnt jbl smgr n 
a a 
I I I I I 
a e i o u ydnt jbl smg rn 
I I I I 
a e i o uydnt jbl sm 9 rn 
a e i o uydnt jbl smg rn 
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I I I I I 
a e i ou dntjbiSmrY 
n 
a e i ou dntjbJSmrY 
n 
I I I I I 
a e i o u ydnt j bl s m r 9 
n P 
a e i o u dnt j bl s m r Y 
c 
a e i o u dn!j bl s mr Y 
n 
I I I I I I I I I 
u e ooe i o u m s t p I d n b j 9 
ch c f r 
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I I I I I I I 
aea e i ou mstp lfn j db 
eft c r 
I I I I I I I 
e a ao i eYn s t p f n j d b 
lch r 
c 
I I I I I I 
o e i a u dg t j bl s m rch 
n 
I I I I I I I j 
a e a e i ouch s tm plf n db 
a c rr r 
ae i u 
0 
dntjbiS f 
r ch 
m 
o e i au dnt j I s m 
r c b ch 
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Appendix B 
Assessment of Unit 7  
 
 
L . . I , _ , t ~ 
Comprensi6n auditiva 
Identificar idea priucipal y dctallcs 
Van a esct.lchar un c uenlo. DespuCs de leer ci cucnto, 
hart'! alsun.aL~ pr•~8Ltrtta.._.,_ E:~curhen atentarne,~,re. 
Co~nenzarernos ahora. 
La visi ta de Abuelita 
Abu (:; lita v i c n e a v i si t a rTu:lS d ur" n te u n a sen1: 0:1 n a. 
Viene a ver nos cad a p r i mave ra. Mam -4 n os d ice 
qu~ podemos hacer para p xepara.r las cosas. 
Todos tenen1.os uun ta.J:ea. Man1:6. v is t c la caa.na 
con stiba.nas li tnpia.s y Pupa h o 1·neu. unu torta d e 
m _anzana. Mi h c _rrnan a rccogc s u s juguctcs y yo 
le p aso l a asp irado.ra a la alfomb.£"3. Lo Ultimo que 
h a.cemos es p o n er t'lores t·rescas e n e l florero que 
estti. sobre la m esa. 1\..hora t o d o esta lis to y li1npio 
p ·a t·a l a . vi_s_ita de A bue Ht..a. 
Paserr a la pdgin.a f20. 
Check to see t h a t a ll t h e children are o n t h e corr-ect page. 
Sei"ialcn La t e tra S . 
Hold up p age 120~ pointing "t.o "t.ha l e t :t a r ..5. for t:ho c hild r o n 
to see. 
Voy a l t?er uru:r pr(?E; t.J.n.ra . l•.'scuch~?n La preguttla rnienf ras 
ht l eo en vo.z cl lta: /.Qu~ hace Mama para preparc1r tas 
cosas para La visita.? Aha ra 1nircn l os tres dib,tjos de 
estafil.a. R e llenen ·el c£rculo debajo d el dibu_jo c orrecto. 
.;;Cu c'il e.:s la r c::spu<..•sr.a ? 
Have a child provid e the a n swer . 
Correc ro. Bl pri1ner dibujo d e lafila rn.uestra a M a nu:f 
visn·endo La c~.:zrna c ·on sdb a naY lirnpic1s. D ebi eron 
rellena.r el clrcu.Lo C0/1. Ln. a. 
C h eck t:o see "t.ha t. eac h c hild has filled in the correc-t cirdc. 
<.·Ticn.~:?n. a lguna p rcgf..l..n. ra.? 
/\ho ra volv ere a leer cl cueruo. E scuch e n. aren. t ,'lrne nle. 
R ead the story a loud a g a in. 
A horc~ seFi.L.:llen el rui.nzer o 1 . 
Check 'to see that: a ll t h e children a r e at: the correct plcu :e. 
Ahora voy a Leer otra pregunta. Escue hen l a pregunta. 
rnientrus i£1 le·o e n voz Glita: .-::AclOnd,; vade visita 
Abuelica? Ahara tniren los tre.~ d i bu.jos de estnfiln.. 
R e llenen e l c(r cul o debcl)o del dibujo q u e rnuestra Ia 
respu est a a Ia prt:!gu nta. 
Comprensl6n auditiva 
Dis tinguir c utre la fantas{a y la realidad; 
.Palabras de uso frecu ent·e 
Pasen a Ia pdgina 121 . 
C h eck to see that a ll the children are o n the correct page. 
SeFialen el nUrnero 2. 
Check to se e tha 1: a ll the children are at the correct place. 
Miren los d ihujos de esta fila . Dos dihu.Jos n-tu,.stro.n 
algo que po<1rfa p asctr en I a v idct real y un dibujo 
1nuestra algo de fanta.s{a . R e tlenen el c {rc ulo debajo del 
d i bujo que rrtuestra ct lgo defantas{a. 
SeFial ert e l nUrnero 3. 
Check t o see t:hat. all t:he children ar-e a t. the correct p l a ce. 
Mire n . /a..o;: rr~s palabra.s d e. esra fila. l?elle nen. el c[r culo 
debajo de Ia palabra p..Q.C. 
Comprensi6n auditiva 
IdeTtt:ificar i d ea principal y detalles 
.Pasen a lcz p d gina J 22. 
Check to see t h a t. a ll the children a re o n the correct p age. 
SeFialen c:l lll-irn.ero 4. 
Che ck to see thil t ill II the childr-en ilre at the correct place. 
L e an las oraciones. R~llenen e l c (rc ulo debajo d e l a 
o r a.c i d n qu~ e .x:plic a lo qu.e n -a.ra ~~ dib ujo. 
Pueden leer las o ra.cioncs de las secciones 4 y 5 en v oz 
czlta •. ..-t a .\·( /o de sean. 
Sefial e n el nt:irnero 5. 
C h eck 'to see t:ha't all the children a r e at the c.orrect p l ace. 
Lean las oracion~s- N.elle.I"Ll?.n 1""/. c frculo debajo de La 
o raciOn. que e.x:plictt lcJ ¢ue t ra ta el dibujo. 
EvahaaciOn: Control d e l progreso 
Eva1uachSn d a Ia unldad • Gr a do K 
Unidad 7 
- 116 -
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Comprensi6n 
Fden,t ific ar e l arnbie nte; T>is ein,g uir e rttre La 
_ra,.easfa y Ia r e a lidad 
P ct .Yen a Ia pdgin a 123. 
C h e ck to se e tha t a ll the childre n a r e o n the correct p a g e. 
Seff.alt!!n el rni1nero 6. 
C h eck to see t h a t a ll the c h ildr e n a r e a t t h e corre ct place . 
M iren. los tres d t:b u jos de escafiln. RelJenen e l circu.lo 
que rnuestra dOn de per tenece un pa.yaso. 
Set"falen el n t'irnero 7. 
C h e c k 'to 5ee that a 11 the c hildre n a re a t t h e correct place. 
Miren los Lres dibujos d e estaflta. Tfn dibujo n'l.uestra 
algo que podr (a pc1sC1r e n Ia vida real y dO~· d i bujo.s 
rnue:t t -ran casas ric.fG. rt.ta.n"a . R c.Llc.ne.n el c {rcu .Lo debajo 
d~l d i buJo que tnu estra algo que podrfa pasar en Ia v i da 
real. 
Palabras de u s o frecue nte 
p or, g u s t -a, c o n , qui Cn 
P asen a La. p cf.gina .124. 
C h <eck t o ~ee tha t a ll the c::hll d re n a r e o n 'th e c::or r ec::t page. 
Sefl.aLen La letra S. 
C h eck t o s e e that a ll the c:hildr c n n rc a t: t h e corre ct pl<:~ cc . 
W rita 'the firs"t wor d fro m r ow S. on t he b oard f o llowed b y 
the "three w o rd choices w ith their a n svver ci r cles (a . b . c ). 
H o ld up p age 1 2 4. poi n ting 'to t:he · f i r st: word in the rovv so 
tllc t;hildre n can see. 
M iren L.a. pt·i rn.e ra pala.bra de e:otafila . .t<:"u dL e . ., La 
pal abra? Cor recto, Ia pala bra es ~- M ire n las otras 
pa.labra.s de !a fila. Voy a r e llenar eL clrcuio debajo de 
la palabra cuando la vea en la ntis rna fila. 
Fill in t:he circle b. unde r t:he word Q.ili..il o n the b oar d . 
H e.lle.nP el cfr r:u.Lo h dP-hajn de La paLabr a ~- f-.'s La 
p rin-lera pc;~.labra. de lafila. A hora harc!i.n lo , .,z'srno en 
su. ... f; papele.s . Miren La p r itnc ra p alabra de I a fila. Ah.ora 
rellenen. e t c£rculo debr.Jjo de La pal a bra cuaru:lo La v£·an 
en La n~is~rl.ct fila . 
C h eck t o see tha1: a ll the c hildren h a ve fi ll e d in the c irc:le h 
u nde r t h e word llilfil i n rO'\N .s_. 
r:Tienen a I.e: una pref?unta? 
Va1nos a canrlnt,ar hacien da to nliSnto. Sigan La.~ 
rn.i snt.as instr u.ccion.es para Ia.)· siguientcs actividades. 
Mi1·en la prin-,.era palabra de cadafila. Lucgo n~Llenen 
el c£rculo £h:bajo de lu pc.~h.tbra cuando lc:t vectn e n Ia 
n~isntafila. 
C oncie ncia fone mica 
Idenrificar ( j / inicial 
Pascr~ a La pels ina J25. 
C h eck to s e e t.h at a ll t h e chi l d ren are on the correct p a g e. 
SeHalen lc1 letra S. 
H o ld u p page 1 2 5 . poin t i n g 1:0 the fi r st ro'\N f o r a ll t:he 
c hildr e n t o see . C h e c:;k t o s ee that a ll the c::hild r e n a r e 
a 1: t:he co rre c t p la c e. 
Voy a deci r una palabra.· ~ /j u/ /gue/ /t.e/ . .tC.~udl 
es eL pri~ner s0r1-i do en la palabrc.l ~? E s<.:uchen 
#-~stas posihles resp uestas: j.Q~. ~ • .ll!..!Yi..a- .tCac:'il 
r espue:j·ta. cornienzcl con el rnistnO sonido q:'e aparece 
al prirtcipio de j u g u e t e ? CorrecJu. Lu palubra ~ 
contieTlza COTl t!:l. llli.sn&O .SOilifiO qr~e aparece alJJri,u: ipiu 
de~- R cllencn c l c(rculo d c bajo del dibujo de Ia 
j_Qxa_porque corn.ienz n con e l rni sn1o sonido que aparcce 
ul prin c ipi u de~-
C h eck t:o see t h at a ll the childre n h a ve fiiiAd In 'th e c i rc l e .i:! 
unde r t h e picture o f the~ in r o'\N ~-
.tT ie.'nen c•lgun.a prt:J5U nl_t.t? 
Ahora seFialen el nUrn eru 1 2. 
C h eck t o see t hat a ll t he children a re at t h e c o rre ct pla c e . 
M iren la secciOn 1 2 . Voy a rl':ci r una palabra: i.a.1;u!ar. 
/ j a/ /go rtr / - .tCudl cs el prin-zer soflido en Ia palabra 
~? Escuchen. e stas posibles r espuestas: .Q.S.Q. 
,p.JA._t.w..u.Q~ - Rellenen el c irculo debajo de Ia palabru. 
que coJuienza c o n el n1.i..~n1.o snn ido que apa -rPcr.. a.l 
principia de .ia.a.J,uu:. 
Ahar a seffcllen «l n Umero 13. 
C h eck 1:0 see t hat a ll the chlldr"e n a r e a1: the co rre ct; pla ce . 
M in:tn. la secci6n 13. Voy a decir una palabra: jauJRo 
/jau / / l a/. <.Cud l es £•1 prime r son.ido e n lt:.l pal a bra~? 
Escuchen esras posibles r e spuesras: :(IQ,{'~ .iB.lr.:.i!. tna•·aca. 
R e llen.en el c lrculo d e bajo de Ia palabra que con?.ienzc.' 
con. el rn.is,no so1u:d.o que aparece al principio de j~. 
- 1 1 7 - Eva l u aci d n : C o ntro l d e l p l!"ogre s o Eva luaci6n d e I a u n h1ad • Gr a d o K 
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i." 
Conclencla fonernica 
Idc~Ztificar Ill/ inicial 
Pasen ala pdgina 126. 
Check to see tha1: all the children ore on the c::orrect. page . 
,')'eflalt?n el ru"ilnero 14. 
Check to see that all the children are at t h e correct place. 
MitY! 11 J.a. secr.idn 14. Voy a decir una pala bra: ~ 
/ llo/ /do/. iiCueil es el printer so11ido en Ia pahzbra ~? 
Esc u c.h t:!n esta.s posibles respuestt:.ts: ~. ~. 
carnpan n . ..-:Cudl respu~·slcl t.:ornienza c on c/ rnisrno 
son ido qa~ rtj:H1rt-.. rc a l prin.ripio de YQ.dn f' Correcto. Da 
pala.bra ~ con'lienzc, con el nti:lrno soni<.lo LJUe 
Clpt;r ret;:e ul priru:ipio de y___udn. R e.llP.u t?.n t?l c f.rruln dt>bajn 
del dibujo del~ porque corniett-z.a con el 1nisrno 
sonidu 411~ C.lpLlre,:e a/ principio de X!2f!2.. 
Seru..dcn e l n'l1rnero 15. 
Check to see that all the children a re- at the correct place. 
Miren La secci6u .15 . Voy a decir una pcllabra: ~ 
/ llo / /go./ . .i Cud! es cl prirncr s #CJnido en Ia pala.hra ~aY 
f:;;scuchen i!SlClS posibles respues la.:'!>·: ~. ~. 
cjn111 r6n Rellenen ei c{rculo d ebaj o de La palabra que 
con1.h~11.za C01l el ntiSnlO ,<;Qni.do que <:1parece a/ P'~in.cipLo 
de~. 
Conciencla fonernica 
ldentificar sflabas y palabras con ij/ y Ill/ 
Pdsen a La pd[.!ina 127 . 
Seffalen el nt~rn.ero 1 6. 
Check to see that a ll the children a re a t the corre ct pli~Ce. 
Min~n ln. s~cci6n 16. Escurh~n nY.ientrcts cligo las s tlabas 
de 1£·, pa/abra xg_: /yo/. ,iCudruc1s sa abets oyeron i:n fa 
pctlabrn ~? Diga11 Ia pn.labra lentante rue. Rellene n. el 
cfrculo debajo del dihujn que rnuestra Clu:intas sf/a bas 
uycron en Ia palobra )'0. 
S efhllcn c l rt(i rncro J7, 
Check to see that all the children a r e at "the correct p l oce. 
M iren Ia s€:eci6n 17. Escuchen Jr~ienlras cligo lcrs 
s(h-,bas de lapal~&bra jinete; /ji//ne//te/. ,iCudntas 
s(lahas O)leron en Ia palct brct ~? Di){art la pcil<rbrc.t 
lcntcuHc nte. Rc:ll~nen e l r(rculo d,~bnjo del dibujo que 
orues1ro ctu.1nta.~ sltabas oyeron en lcr pu.lahrct .ii..IlJ;.,U;:. 
Seiialeh. e-1 ntl.nrero 18. 
Check t:o see that a ll 'the children are at the correct place. 
Miren La seccidn /8. Bsrucherr 1nienr ras digo las sltabas 
de la pcllabra ~: /jo/ /ya/. GCuclnias s([ctbas oycron (..-.,, 
Ia pnln.brn. jny~? Digan I a pa.lnbro. lenta.nt.P.n..te. l?ellen.en 
e l cfr culo de>bajo del dibujo que rn u estrc1 c u dnlets 
stlobas oyeron en la palabra~. 
Fonetica 
IdcTlt:{{icar ij/j inicial 
Pc.·t sen. a lt:z p6gina 128 . 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Seff.alen Ia l t!!!rrcr S e11 la pritnerc,fila. 
C h eck to see that a ll the c.hildren are at the correct place. 
1-lold up page 128. pointing to the picture or the rllill"l 
picking up the toys in the f i•·st rovv. 
Vco a un hornbrc que recog•:! los jugr-~.eiPs. Dignn Ia 
palabra r.on.n1.igo: j u guetes. ;;Cu d/ es ttl prinu:r sonic/o 
de Ia palabra? ~Oyeron. el soni do ljl al prin cipia de 
juguete.~? R e llenPn. e/ clrcttlo deba,jo de la t e rra i-
Check to see that each ch i ld filled In the corr12<c't cl,.cle. 
GTicncn algunc1 prcgutlla ? 
Vcuno.)· Cl conlinua r hacienda l o rnisrno pnra las 
.~ecciorres 19 y 20. LJigan el no1nbre de c ada dtbr.~jo. 
Luego rellenen e/ cfrculo dcluy·u de lc:t lelru qae 
r epre.'>el1.lll e l prin'ler sonido en Ia palabr a. 
Fonetica 
Ident.ift,ca.r / Illy in.iciu.l 
P u.set1 a Ia p dgina 129. 
Check to see that all the children ore on the correct page. 
Seffale11 e/ nUnu:ro 21. 
Check to see that all the chlldren are at the correct p l ace. 
v~o u n yate. Digan kl pa/abra c onrn.igo: yate . .-:C."uUI es 
el p rirner sonhlo de h1 pahlbra ? i Oyct-olt e l son.ido I ll/ 
al principia de Xil.U::? Rellenen et cfrcu}o debqjo d e I a 
l erra ~· 
Sel'Urlen el nUnu~rQ 2 2. 
Check to see 'that: all 'the children are at the corr<ect plac.e. 
Evaluaci6n: Control del prog r e s o 
Evaluaci6n de Ia unidatl • Grado K - 118 -
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Vamos a conliT1uar hacie~tdo l o nT.iSinO con el primer 
dibujo d~ esra pdglna. Digan eL u,n rbrr drl dibujo. 
Luego rellen e n e/ cfrcuLo d«bujo d~ La letra que 
r~:!presento. el pri nte r soni do en Ia pafabra. 
Fonetica 
Ide,.ti.ficar saabas y J:Jalabr a s C fJ II .(j/ :1 y /lily 
P ascn a la pdgina 130. 
Chec k t o see tha t. a ll the childr en a r e o n t.h e c o rrect: page. 
Seilalen eL n U1nero 23. 
Check t o see t.hat a ll t.hc childre n n_.o <Jt thQ cor rect p lace. 
M irPn los rr~s dibujos d e La fila . Voy a decir/as stlabas 
de u.na pa/a b ra; /jo//ya/. /.Qu~ palabrafonncunos a l 
unir Las sflabas? Corrcct o. Fornu::unos I n pn.labra joy_;).. 
l:.'nci~rren en un cfrculo e l dibujo de Ia joya. 
,t7'iene n alguna pregunta. ? 
Sefialen e l nlln-te ro 24. 
Che ck t.o see that a ll 't:he c hildre n 3re at the c o rrect p l nc<t:. 
A hora rnirt"!n lo.<r C"rns dibujos d £, esrafila . Voy a decir 
las .sflaba.s de una palabra: /yc.llsol. ~Que palabra 
for,tan-tO.!.' al unir Ia.~· sllubas? Cu.rrccto. Forn1arnos 
la palabra ~- 1-f.."n c i erren ~n un cfrcu.lo ~~ dibuJo que 
lrl-u.estra un yeso. 
Vocabulario 
C o n1pa rac i 6 n : a/~oJ 1116 s al,o, el n1ds a lto d e 
todos 
P ase1t a Ia pdg iruz 131. 
Che«;:k to see t hat a ll 'the c hildren a ro o n ·the corr&ct page. 
Senalen. la 1£•/ra. S. 
C h eck to see 1:hat 11 11 the childr e n a r e a t t:h e corre c't: ptacf'!l . 
M i r en. los r-re.s dibujo .. ~~: d~ l os ~diflr.lo.'f f'lllo.•; e11 ~sta 
flla. TieTJen tarnar1o,:,· diferen/C.)'. VaJTt(),:,' a cor,.,pCirar 
to.-. ta1nafi.o.<>:. 1!.'1 prirn~r Pdifirin rs ~ quP €. /. 
sel?u ndo edificio. ,-;Cudl ~olibujo nuu.',\'lr a el eclificio J.D.4..s... 
;l lto d e t odos? R e llertcn cl cflculo deb"Jo del dibu}o 
que mue.stra el edificio rolls u ! t n cic tgdos ,!Cuat es l a 
respuesta? Corrccto. cl cdi.ficio del Ultinto dibujo es d 
mas a lto de t odos. /Jebicron. r e/.le11ar el c{rculo con la .c. 
porqu e rrt••e.,·lra el e-·diflc;.· i o UJ..4$J\JJs.t..s:b.;~ 
Check t.o 5ee th11 t e11ch child h as f ille d In the circle V~o~it-h 
a ~ I n s ide. 
i T i e n e n algur·to prcgu.11.10? 
Sefialen cl ln.ln&cro 25. 
Cho ck to seo tha t a ll the childre n are at the correct place. 
Va rnos a cortlinuar hacl'endo lo rnisn-ao. PresTen 
atencidn. a las p1'"ll abra..s qu.~ hacen ta co1nparaci 6n 
y luego rellcnen el c:(rcu.lo debt;UO dP.l dihujn cnrr~cto. 
Miren los dibujos de [O.f Ires dri.JcJe.,· en cstafila. t::Cu t:il 
dibujo rn.£u:st ra el drbol m t\:;s alto d e todos? Relle nen. el. 
clrculo dcbajo del drbol ~tis ;U.t o de t-odos. 
.tT i c nen algu na prcsu1u a ? 
Vocabulario 
Co~nparaci6n: p e qu.eli.o_, nu.1.s pcq11.cii o , eL n1d s 
1JequeTio d e todo .... ·./ lnrg r..JJ rn6....,· Largo, e l rn.E1s 
larg o d e ~odos 
Pase n a Ia pdgina L :J2. 
Check to see t:h a t: a ll the c h ildre n a r e o n the correc-t p a g e. 
SeFf.alen e l nU.rnt!!ro 26. 
Che ck t o see t h a t all the c h ildre n a r c a t the correct p lace. 
Van1.0S a corrtinuar Ju::t c lendo lo rll i ->·,no. Pres ten 
atenci6n a las pa.labros qu.« hac~n Ia. cnrnpa racidn. 
y fuego rellcr~cn cl cfrc..·ulo dcbqjo d e l dibujo correcto. 
Mir~n los t rt'!$ dlbujo.-.: rl,. los rul.lnU"tLPs l"!n estafila. 
~ Cudl dibujo mu.estru el anilnal utlis pcqu cflo de t<x.los? 
Rellt!!-n,-n "!l cfrculo dubajo du/. anhnalm~s _pequefio de 
l.<>l:1=.. ' 
Seff.alen el ndn-t<JrO 27. 
Check t o s fHl "tha t ~ II "t:ha c.hlldro n .:.re a t t h e correct place. 
Va,-nos a. continu.or h ociendn In nliSnto. p,·esten 
aten c i6n a l as pal aUra:,· t.tut: h acer' lu corn.paraci6n 
· y lu.egn rt>!llt"?n.rll P.l c 6 r ulo rl.P.bnjo del dibujo corrccto. 
Mircn lo:i>' I res dibuj os de las niiff.:l.\' en estaftla. L Cudl 
dibt4o 11tues1ra Ju nir7u CUll cl CGibellu. uuis l argo Ue. 
~? J<elle nen. eJ cfrculo debajn d ill! La ni,la c on el 
cabcllo .llli'!:>..W&.o de todns. 
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Nombre ------ - ------ -----------
2. 
(~) 
3. 
para por es"te 
(~) 
--- --------···--------
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N ombro _ 
4 . 
. I 
I 
V u d f l e da a lo peloTo. A Vudi le gus t o e l ji't"orno'l'e. v ornos con Vudi. 
I C0 (c) 
5 . 
'·' 
Viy c t lene e l bab qro. Voli es1·6 sola. vrye es't6 c on Vol i. 
( b) <V 
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j 
' I 
1 I 
N o mbre 
G. 
(~) 
7. 
..n caa~ era 
0 
(~) 
(~) (~) 
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Nombre --- - -· 
s. 
para 
8 . 
por 
9. 
gust"a 
10. 
con 
II. 
qui en 
veo 
G) 
el 
c;;·" 
-·· 
es 
yo 
para 
(~) 
-- ·-·-·--
E .... c, • .,;ioi>~: C o; nltoJI (I'!' I conJgr""'o.o 
~V~IU:IC I(II'I do 1:.. tonld.'Ul "Gr3CIO K 
--------·----·--
para es1"6 
C!?) 
-··- ---- ···-
veo por 
C;:>) (i:_) 
una gust"a 
con soy 
(i>) (~) 
est"e qui en 
(jj) 
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.. 
~ 
~~ · 
·-·,: 
, .. 
) 
,. 
I. 
'· 
I. 
I 
Nornbre _ _ , 
-------- -------- ·-·- ----------
s . 
12 . 
( <j) 
13. 
- 125 ---
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'· · .r .. 
i !·,..· 
f , 
i 
:.-·. ~ 
•'' 
Nombre -------
IS. 
4._~ 
-- -~ 
(~) 
-----
- --.- ---- - ---------------
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Nombre _ 
( co) 
- 127 -
(~) 
· · - · · ~ 
(~) 
····*·. 0 
t .,. ..... , .... C••r.-•• (1.(:1 pro..,-e$0 
~.tu:at14• dola •ldlUif~ • GRCIO 1'1. ,_, 
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'·· , .. 
' · ~;-
... , .. 
Nombre ----- - ----------------------
s. 
19. 
-- ;if (~·:- -9:.-l 
· --7r \"-- ---
·,/ -??')':~ ~-- .. ~1;~\<:/ 
20. 
- - - --{~ 
t:U~IUI<It: lci l"' : l:UnlfOIIftel P l'll'llrt:1Ul 
'""'"'"""'Uin ,,,. ;., '"'I''"'' .. a, .... , ..: 
V·~~ .. h l ? 
b -J I 
(~) (~) 
-J v n 
(,;.) ( b) (C) 
.. 
s e J .. ~ 
G> (:€J (~) 
- 12S -
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'• .• 
Nombre 
21. 
b 
22. 
y 
: '!Ji&U.:s>!ir.:: .. . , ·7" . 
y I 
(~) 
v d 
(~.) 
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' f, 
t ' t t ~ I I '
1 
\ 1 f'' . 
Nombre 
23. 
24. 
Eva luacl6n.do Ia umdad Ev a luacf6n - 130 -
Unldad 7 
·~ 
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N ornbr e 
s . 
(3 @ 
BE 
B B 
B 8 
o:J 8 B 
D:l 8 e 
Q CD BB 
..Q. B 
0 ~.) <D 
25 . 
- "1 31 -
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· .. ! 
Non1bre 
26. 
27. 
£ Vlllh UII:IC'In: Contrllllh! l PNlijfl!-'i Cl 
rv:o l""'" 'll" oho l:o O! nlohoti ,. (;r.,~n K 
:_,, oi<J ... U 'I 
····--· - ·- ------- - --
( h) 
(") 
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Assessment of Unit 8  
 
Comprensi6n auditiva 
ldentijicar el orden de los sucesos 
Van a escuclrar un cucnto. Despues de lea cf cuemo. 
\'O)' a /weer afgwws pregrmtas. Escuclren arenramente. 
Comen:aremos ahara. 
c~.C6mo crece una flor? 
Alguna vcz te has preguntado: "i,C6mo crecc 
una flor?" Hay muchos tipos de florcs. pcro cada 
flor fue una semiJiita. Asf es como crcce una flor: 
Primero, Ia semilla se siembra en Ia tierra. De~pues, 
necesita agua y sol en abundancia. Dcspuc~ de varios 
dia.~. puede que veas una hojita verde que comienza 
a brotar. Luego. mas hojas aparecernn y Ia plantita 
segui.ril creciendo. Un capullo se formar.l AI final. el 
capullo brotaru y iverus una linda flor! 
Posen a Ia ptfgina /40. 
Check to see that all the children are on tile correct page. 
Setialen Ia Ierro S. 
Hold up page 140, pointing to the letter .S for the children 
to see. 
Voy o leer una pregunta. Escuclren Ia pl'l!gullla mientras 
Ia lt!o m 1'0: alta: En este cuemo. (.qui debe paJltr 
primero para que loflor cre:ca? Alrora mil'l!n los tres 
dibujos de esra fila. Relfenen ei cfrculo deba;o del drbu;o 
corl'l!cto. ;.Cutil t!S Ia respue.tta ? 
Have a child provide t he answer. 
Currecru. £1 >egundo dibujo de Ia fila muestra a Ia 
semifla que se siembra en fa tierra. Debiemn rt'lfenar el 
cfrcufo con Ia b. 
Check to see that each child has filled in the correct circle. 
;.Tienen al}luna prl'guma? 
Ahara volvere a leer el cuento. Escuchrrr aumamente. 
Read the story aloud again. 
11/Jora u ffafen el numero ]. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Alrora ••oy a leer urra preguma. Escuclren lo preguma 
miemros fa leo en 1v1: alta: i Que pasa despub de 
sembrar fa semiffa? Miren los rres dibujo.\ de esra fila. 
Rl'ffenen el cfrculo debajo del dibuju que muesrra Ia 
rrspuura a Ia preguma. 
Comprensi6n auditiva 
Palabras de uso frecuenle 
Posen a Ia pdgina 141. 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Seiialen e/mimero 2. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct p lace. 
Mirt'n las Ires palabras dt! est a fila. Rt!lfencn cJ cfrc:ulo 
debajo de Ia palabra Qll!. 
Comprensi6n 
Sa car conclusiones 
Seffalen elmimuo 3. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Mirm los dibujos de est a fi la. Rel/enen el cfrcufo 
debajo del dibujo que muesrra una macero con rres 
umiflas que han crecido. 
Comprensi6n 
Jdentificar el orden de los sucesos 
Pa.<en a Ia ptigina 142. 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Setialen ef mimero 4. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Mm>n los tre.r dibujos de est a fila. Rt'llenen ef cfrc:ufo 
debajo del dibujo qut! muesrra lo que pas6 ~-
Seiiafen ef mimero 5. 
Check to see that all the children are at t he correct place. 
Miren los rres dibujos de esra fila. Rel/em•n el cfrculo 
debajo drf dibuja que muesrra lo que pose) Jll..fi.rull. 
Comprensi6n 
Sacar conclusiones; Volver a con tar 
Posen a Ia pligina 143. 
Check to see that all the childre n are on the correct page. 
Seiiafen e/ nr1mem 6. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Evelueclon: Control del progreso 
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Miren/os dibujos de esrafila. Rellenen el cfrculo debajo 
del dibujo que muesrra a a/guien que va a Ia playa. 
Setia/en clmimem 7. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Miren coda dibujo. Esros dibujo.< exp/ican un cuelllo. 
Escuchen mien1ra.r len rre.r o raciones. Una oracit'in 
describirti e/ cuenrn. Rel/enen e/ drculo debaja de 
Ia Ierro de Ia oraci6n que describe el cuemo. Ahara 
escuchen arenraml!llte mienrras leo las oraciones. 
Oraci6n A: Jaime se prepara para monrar biciclera. 
OraciOn B: Jaime va a una fiesta de cumplemios. 
Oraci6n C: Jaime va a Ia coma. 
Polobros de uso frecuente 
que, grande, aqui, estaba 
Posen a Ia ptigina 144. 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Se>ialen Ia Ierro S. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Write the first word from row~ on the board followed by 
the three word choices with their answer d rdes (a, b. c). 
Hold up page 144, pointing to the first word in the row so 
the children can see. 
Miren Ia primera palahm de esrafi/a. ;.Cud/ es Ia 
palabra? Correcro, Ia palabra es llQI:. Miren las arras 
palabras de /a fila. Vuy a rellenar e/ cfrculo debajo de 
La pa/abra cuando Ia vea en Ia mi.<ma fila. 
Fill in the circle a under the word gQI on the board. 
Rellene el cfrculo ll debajo de Ia palabra llQl. Es Ia 
primera pa/abra de Ia fila. Ahara lrartin lo mismo en 
sus papele.<. Miren Ia primera palabra de Ia fila S. 
Ahara rellenen e/ cfrculo debajo de Ia palabra wanda 
Ia vean en Ia mismafila. 
Check to see that all the children have filled in the drcle a 
under the word li.!!I in row ~-
;,Tienen alguna preguma? 
Vamos a conrinuar hacienda lo mismo. Sigan las 
mismas insrruccianes para las stguiemes acrividades. 
Miren Ia primera palabra de coda fila. Luega rellenen 
e/ cfrculo debajo de Ia palo bra cuando Ia ••eon en Ia 
mismafila. 
Conciencio fonemica 
ldentificar /chi inicial 
Posen a Ia pdgina 145. 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Seiialen Ia Ierro S. 
Hold up page 145, pointing to the first row for all the 
children to see. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Voy a decir una palabra: >lLil:.a. /ch il/ca/. i Cutll es e/ 
primer .<onido en Ia palabra s;lili;a? Escuchen esras 
respuesras: ldl.l!j'J!.(Q, lli!JQ. ~- (.Cutil respuesra 
comien:.a con e/ mismo sonido que aparece a/ principia 
de~? Correcro. La pa/abra ~ comien:.a con 
el mismo son ida que aparece a/ principia de~­
Rellenen e/ cfrculo debajo del dihujo del ~parque 
comien:.a con d miJ-mo sonido que aparece a/ principia 
de dJ.i!;JI.. 
Chec.k to see that all the children have filled in the circle 
' under the picture of the ~ in row s.. 
i,Tienen algww pregunra? 
Seiiulen cl numero 12. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Miren Ia .1ecci6n 12. Voy a decir una palabra: ~ 
/cho//rro/. ;.Cud/ es e/ primer sonido en Ia palabra 
~? Escuchen estas respuesras: Wl.a, ~.g. 
Rellenen el drculo debuja de Ia palabra que comien:.a 
con el mi.<mo sonido que aparece a/ principia de d!Qrm. 
Seiia/en e/ numero 13. 
Check to <ee that all the children are at the correct place. 
Miren Ia secci6n 13. Voy a decir una palabra: dlkk, 
/ch i/ /clc/. ;.Cud/ es e/ primer J·onido en Ia palabra 
~? Escuchen esra.< respuesras: ~-~­
rl:IQ.i. Rellenen el cfrcula debajo de Ia palabra que 
comien:.a con el mismo sonido que aparece a/ principia 
de~. 
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Conciencia fonemica 
Jdentificar Iii/ medial 
Pasen a Ia pdgina 146. 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Senalen e/ruimero 14. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Miren Ia secci6n 14. Voy a d ecir una pa/abra en partes: 
niful. /ni//fia/. ;,Cud/ sonido oyen en Ia segundo parte 
de Ia palabra ni.ii.!l? Correcto, e/ sonido es Iii/. Escuchen 
estas respuesras: ~. l!iiiJl, ~ i,Cudl 
respuesta tiene elmismo sonido que aparece en Ia 
segundo parte de n.iiia.? Sf. Ia palo bra 1!.iiiJ1 uene el 
sonido Iii/. Rellenen el cfrculo debajo del dibujo de Ia 
llifia porque tiene el mismo sonido que aparece en Ia 
segundo parte de ni.ii.!l. 
Senalen elmimero I 5. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Miren Ia secci6n 15. Voy a decir una palabra en partes: 
~ /pul tno/. (_Cud/ sonido oyen en Ia segundo parte 
de Ia pa/abra 121!fu!? Correcto, el sonido es Iii/. 
Escuchen estas respuestas: £ru!!A, bolsa, ki}Q. ;,Cud/ 
respuesta tien e el mismo sonido que aparece en Ia 
segundo parte de lll!iiQ? Sf. Ia palabra kfu!tiene el 
sonido Iii/. Rellenen el cfrculo debajo del dibujo del kill! 
porque tiene e/ mismo sonid o que aparece en Ia 
segundo parte de 121!fu!. 
Conciencia fonemica 
ldentificar saabas y palabras con /chi y Iii/ 
Posen a Ia pdgina 147. 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Seiia/en e/ numero 16. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Miren Ia secci6n 16. Escuchen mientras digo las sflabas 
de Ia pa/abra fus:ha: lfellchal. ;,Cudntas sflabas oyeron 
en Ia palabra fi<lilill? Digan Ia palabra /emameme. 
Rellen en el cfrculo debajo del dibujo q ue muestra 
cudnras sflabas oyeron en Ia palo bra fl:dla, 
Senalen e/ ntimero 17. 
de Ia palabra ii.rum;: l iial / mel. i,Cudntas sflabas oyeran 
en Ia palabra ~? Digan Ia palo bra lentamente. 
Rel/enen el cfrculo debajo del dibujo que muestra 
cudntas silabas oyeron en Ia palabra ~. 
Sena/en el ntimero 18. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Miren Ia secci6n 18. Escuchen mienrras digo las sflabas 
de Ia palabra ~:/chi/ ll'ol. ;,Cuanras sf/a bas oyeron 
en Ia palabra dilill? Digan Ia palabra lenramenre. 
Rellenen el cfrculo debajo del dibujo que muestra 
cudntas sflabas oyeron en Ia palabra ~. 
fonetica 
ldentificar /chich inicial 
Posen a Ia pdgina 148. 
Chec:k to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Point 10 the leiterS in the first row. 
Che<k to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Hold up page 148, pointing to the picture of the pacifier in 
the first row. 
Digan el nombre del dibujo conmigo: ~-;,Cud/ es 
el primer sonido de Ia palabra? ;,Oyeron el sonido /chi 
a/ principia de~? Rellenen el cfrculo debajo de 
Ia Ierro !<h. 
Check to see that each child filled in the correct circle. 
;,Tienen alguna preguma? 
Vamos a continuar haciendo lo mismo para las 
secciones 19 y 20. Digan el nombre del dibujo. Luego 
rellenen el d rruln dehajn rll' Ia lnra que represenra e / 
primer sonido en Ia palabra. 
fonetica 
ldentificar /ii/ ii medial 
Pasen a Ia pdgina 149. 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Senalen el numero 21. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Check to see that all the children are at t he correct place. Digan elnombre del dibujo conmigo: l!.ii.a.. i Cudl sonido 
oyen en Ia segundo parte de Ia palabra lliil\? Correcto, 
Miren Ia secci6n 17. Escuchen mientras digo las s flabas el sonido es Iii/. Rellenen el cfrculo debajo de Ia Ierro fl. 
Evaluaci6n: Control del progreso 
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Serialen e/ numero 22. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Miren los tres dibujos de estaji/a. Dos de los dibujos 
tienen el sonido Iii/. El otra dibujo no tiene e/ sonido 
In/ y no penenece. Digan el nombre de coda dibujo. 
Pres/en atenci6n a los sonidos. Luego re/lenen el 
cfrculo debajo del dibujo que no pertenece. 
Fonetica 
Jdentificar sl1abas y palabras con /chi ch y 
/ii/ fi 
Posen a Ia p6gina /50. 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Senalen el numero 23. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Escuchen mientras digo las s{Jabas de una pa/abra: 
/chi/ /val. i Que palabra formam as cuando unimos 
las sflabas? Digan las sflabas lentamente. Correcto, 
fomwmos Ia palabra !<b.h2. Rel/enen el cfrculo debajo 
de Ia palabra ~-
i Tienen alguna pregunta? 
Senalen el numera 24. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Escuchen mientras digo las s(/obas de uno palabra: 
/mol /ri o/. i Que polabro formam as cuando unimas 
las s{/abas? Digan las sflabas /entamente. Correcto, 
formamos Ia palabra .ID:Qiio.. Rdlenen el c(rculo debajo 
de Ia pa/abra IllQ.iiQ. 
Vocabulario 
Posicion: arriba 
Posen a Ia pagina 151. 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Seno/en Ia Ierro S. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Miren los rres dibujos de /o~ libreras. Los Iibras estdn 
co/ocados en diferentes esrames. • Cud/ dibujo muerrro 
los Iibras que estdn en e/ estante de i~J::[jM? ReUemm el 
cfrculo del dibujo que muesrro los Iibras en e/ estantt! 
de miJiil. i Cua/ es Ia respuesra• Correcto, ellibrero del 
primer dibujo muesrra los Iibras en el esranle de milli!. 
Debieron rel/enar e/ drculo con/a iJporque muestra los 
Iibras en el esrame de mil!il. 
Check to see that each child has filled in the cirde with an 
A inside.. 
;,Tienen alguna pregunto? 
Senalen t!l numero 25. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Vamos a conrimwr hacienda lo mismo. Presren acenci6n 
a Ia palabra que describe Ia posicion y fuego rel/enen el 
cfrculo debajo del dibujo correcto. Mircn los trcs dibujos 
de las escaleras. i Cu6/ dibujo muesrra e/ garita que est6 
i~J::[jM? Re/lenen el cfrculo debajo thl dibujo del garita 
queesrdliiJ:il.!a, 
i Tienen a/guna pregunra? 
Vocabulario 
Posicion: en el medio, abajo 
Posen a Ia p6gina 152. 
Check to see that all the children are on the correct page. 
Senalen el numero 26. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Vanws a seguir las mismas instrucciones de Ia ptigina 
anterior. Presren acenci6n a Ia pa/abra que describe Ia 
posicion y fuego rel/enen el cfrculo debajo del dibujo 
correcro. Miren los tres dibujos de los arboles. iCudl 
dibujo muesrra un pdjaro en e! medjo? Re/lenen el 
drculo debajo del dibujo que muesrra el p6jaro 
en e! medjo 
Senalen el numero 27. 
Check to see that all the children are at the correct place. 
Miren los tres dibujos deltobagan. ,;Cud/ dibujo 
muestra a/ nino que estd ll!mi2? Rellenen el cfrculo 
debajo del dibujo que muestra a/ nino que estd ~ 
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Nombre ______________________________ __ 
s. 
I. 
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Nombre ____________________________________ __ 
2. 
3. 
con 
0 
. , qu1en 
® 
- 141-
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0 
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4. 
5. 
Nombre __________________________________ __ 
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6. 
7. 
Nombre __________________________________ __ 
0 ® 
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A 
0 
B 
® 
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0 
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Nombre ________ __ _ 
s. 
por por gusto el 
0 ® 0 
8. 
, , que veo soy que 
-- 0- - -® 0-- - -
9. 
grande yo es grande 
0 ® 0 
10. 
, , 
al aqu1 un aqu1 
0 ® 0 
x 
II. i .. a 
estaba estaba una el 
j 
"§ 
.. 
::f 
0 
0 ® 0 
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-----------------
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15. 
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16. 
17. 
18. 
:;: 
~ 
" ~ 'C! 
~ 
~ ;; 
0 
Nombre _ _________________ _ 
0 ® 
0 ® 
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Nombre ______________________________ ___ 
s. 
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21. 
---
22. 
Nombre __________________________________ __ 
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Nombre _ _ ________ _ _ 
23. 
24. 
chivo 
0 
-name 
0 
chupete nacho 
® 0 
mono telaraiia 
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25. 
Nombre __________________________________ __ 
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26. 
27. 
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G R A DO 
Kindergarten • Unldad 8 
Tabla de evaluaci6n del estudiante 
Numero de Porcentaje de 
respuestas correctas respuestas correctas 
-- -- - ---------
Destrezas evaluadas 
Comprensi6n auditiva 
ldentificar el orden d!! los sucesos 1 
Palabra de uso frecuente 2 12 
Comprensi6n 
Sacar conclusiones 3, 6 
ldentificar el orden d!! los sucesos 4, 5 
Volver a contar 7 IS 
Palabras de uso frecuente 
que a 
grande9 
/4 % 
Conciencla fonemica 
ldent ificar /chi iniaal 12. 13 
ldentificar /fl/ medial14, 15 
ldentificar sOabas y palabras con /ch/y IN 16, 17, 18 n % 
Fonetica 
ldentificar /chich inicial19, 20 
ldentificar /fl/ii medial21, 22 
ldentificar sOabas y palabras con /chich y /fl/fl 
23,24 /6 % 
Vocabulario 
Posid6n: arriba/en el mediolabajo 25, 26, 27 / 3 % 
Puntaje total dela Eva luac16n 
dela unidad /27 
Nuevos pasos 
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Dictated Assessment of Unit 7 
Dictado 
1. quién 
2. con 
3. tijeras 
4. lujoso 
5. espejo 
6. naranja 
7. yate 
8. ayuda 
9. payaso 
10. joya 
Dictated Assessment of Unit 8 
Dictado 
1. estaba 
2. chupete 
3. mochila 
4. rancho 
5. muchacho 
6. montana 
7. otoño 
8. muñeca 
9. piñata 
10. aquí 
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Attitude Survey 
Name:                                                                                                                                      
Date: 
For the following questions, please color your answer. 
 
1. I like using our interactive whiteboard for learning 
to read and write. 
 
                                   
               all the time                sometimes                     never 
 
2. I would like to use our interactive whiteboard 
more often for learning to read and write. 
 
                                             
               all the time                sometimes                       never 
 
THANK YOU! 
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Nombre:                                                                                                                                      
Fecha: 
 
Para las siguientes preguntas coloree sus respuestas, por favor. 
 
1. A mí me gusta usar nuestro pizarrón interactivo 
para aprender leer y escribir. 
 
                                
                       siempre                   a veces                        nunca 
  
2. A mí me gustaría usar nuestro pizarrón interactivo 
más frecuente para aprender leer y escribir. 
 
                                
   siempre                    a veces                      nunca  
 
¡GRACIAS! 
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TIME LOG FOR UNIT 7 
 
Manipulation of the Interactive Whiteboard  
Students Week 1 
3 days a week 
Week 2 
3 days a week 
Week 3 
3 days a week 
Total 
 
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
Each student has to have 3 checks for each week, receiving a total of 9 checks. 
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TIME LOG FOR UNIT 8 
 
Manipulation of the Interactive Whiteboard  
Students Week 1 
5 days a week 
Week 2 
5 days a week 
Week 3 
5 days a week 
Total 
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
    
 
 
Each student has to have at least 15 checks for each week, receiving a total of 45 
checks. 
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